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BEING IAN
an IAN-convenient truth

With Special Guest DAVID SUZUKI!

1 HOUR MOVIE
OCTOBER 13TH
ON YTV!

www.beingian.com
Global Digital Creations

CUSTOMER ENDORSEMENTS

"Working with GDC for the past three years has been a pleasure. They've done a fantastic job on every project we've worked on." — Mike Young, Producer & Partner

"Your CG animation on our new Strawberry Shortcake series is looking more adorable than ever! Many thanks!" — American Greetings Properties

"We are very pleased with GDC's production service. They delivered a high-qualityCG animation TV series." — Randa Ayoubi, CEO

www.gdc-world.com
Mixed Nutz Gets Rave Reviews in New York

Last month, the New York Television Festival premiered Bollywood Dreams—an episode of the long-awaited animated series Mixed Nutz. In the episode, Sanjay, who recently emigrated from Mumbai to Canada, develops a Bollywood-inspired crush on his teacher, Miss Pickleberry. In true Bollywood style, the episode features dance, music and crazy antics in the face of hopeless love!

In addition to Sanjay, each episode of Mixed Nutz centers on Babak, Damaris, Jae and Adele—an irresistible group of nine-year old kids from different places just trying to fit in. The series takes place in a small town called Dyver City, where the kids face the daily tribulations of elementary school with the added pressures of being from different places. Whether they are facing their militaristic, former Navy Seal swim teacher or learning to haggle in an old Persian Bazaar, the kids always find a way to work together and come out on top.

Anticipation for Mixed Nutz is based upon its interesting history, which has a unique, independent development and production background. Producers Aly Jetha and Shabnam Rezaei got the support of several foundations to finance 13
22-minute episodes of the series to teach kids tolerance and diversity in a fun and entertaining way. “It is important to expose kids to all cultures at a very young age,” notes Jetha. He also points out, however, that the episodes are not “culture heavy.” “Culture sits in the background and is present in a very subtle way. It is absolutely critical to make sure the cartoon is entertaining. Otherwise kids won’t watch it.”

Jetha and Rezaei assembled an Emmy Award-winning team led by Alfred Gimeno and Randy Rogel, two of the creative forces behind Animaniacs and Pinky and the Brain, and other industry classics. Animation veteran Glen Kennedy, who trained under Bill Hannah, leads the animation team at Big Bad Boo Studios in Vancouver. Other veterans from Disney, Nickelodeon and Warner Brothers round out the talent.

Having just completed the 11th episode of the series (which targets four- to eight-year-olds), Jetha and Rezaei were excited to premiere the series in New York. Next month Jetha and Rezaei head to the MIPCOM Junior and MIPCOM markets in France in hopes of continuing the success of their fun, multi-culturally themed series. Based on the reaction in New York, we think they’ll do just fine.
Welcome to our Cartoon Listings for MIPCOM 2008.

To create this content, Animation Magazine's editorial staff put out an e-mail call for participation. If your company is not included, it is because we either did not receive your response by our deadline or because you did not receive our initial e-mail. To receive our e-mail call for participation in our upcoming MIPTV Pocket Guide for 2009, please contact Mercedes Milligan at mercedes@animationmagazine.net.

All basic listings are free of charge and may include any or all of the following: Company Name, Stand #, Market Contact Information, Company Website, Series Name, Co-Production Partners, Name of Creator, Package (episodes x minutes), Target Audience, Names of Major Toy Licensees, Type(s) of Animation and an image from the series.

Upgraded listings are available for $100 and include series synopsis and the opportunity to include information for more than one project. To book your upgraded listing for our MIPTV Pocket Guide, please e-mail sales@animationmagazine.net or contact your sales representative at +1-818-991-2884.

4Kids Entertainment

**Website:** www.4KidsEntertainment.com  
**Stand:** R31.21

**Name of Series:** Chaotic: M’Arrillion Invasion  
**Production Partners:** 4Kids  
**Created By:** 4Kids  
**Package:** 26 x 30  
**Target Audience:** Kids 6-11, skewing to boys  
**Type of Animation:** Traditional 2D
9 Story Entertainment Inc.
Website: www.9story.com
Stand/Contact: 00.01, Natalie Osborne 416-530-9900

Name of Series: Wibbly Pig
Production Partners: Wish Films (U.K.), BBC Worldwide (U.K.), CBeebies (BBC), TVO
Created By: Mick Inkpen
Package: 52 x 10
Target Audience: Preschoolers 2-5
Type of Animation: Digital 2D

Synopsis: Based on Mick Inkpen’s multi-award winning literary franchise, Wibbly Pig, these humorous stories feature lovable Wibbly, a funny, inquisitive and engaging character who turns the simplest daily tasks and activities into a comedy routine.

Name of Series: Fugget About It
Production Partners: Darius Films, TELETOON
Created By: Willem Wennekers and Nicholas Tabarrok
Package: Pilot
Target Audience: Adults
Type of Animation: Digital 2D

Synopsis: A prime-time animated sitcom about the misadventures of a former New York mob boss and his family who enter a witness protection program and are relocated to a sleepy Canadian town.

Name of Series: Ertlings
Production Partners: Big Studios Inc.
Package: 78 x 7
Target Audience: Kids 4-7
Type of Animation: 2D

Synopsis: When three loveable, alien dinosaurs from another planet land on “Ert” in the attic of seven-year-old Emily and her five-year-old brother Harrison, they become fast friends. In a series of fun-filled and comical adventures, the dinosaurs learn all about what “Ert” has to offer.

Name of Series: Best Ed
Production Partners: TELETOON, Cartoon Network U.K.
Created By: Rick Marshall
Package: 52 x 11
Target Audience: Kids 6-11
Type of Animation: Digital 2D

Synopsis: Meet the odd couple for kids—a series about an unlikely friendship between a dog named Ed and a squirrel named Buddy. They’re not just friends, they’re best friends.

Name of Series: Futz!
Production Partners: TELETOON
Created By: Vadim Kapridov
Package: 26 x 3
Target Audience: Kids 9-14
Type of Animation: Digital 2D

Synopsis: A non-verbal classic cartoon, based on the
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**Rubi**
52 x 6'

**Kele Story**
104 x 12'

**Dream Town**
104 x 12'

**Flame Blazers**
26 x 22'

**Zheng He’s Voyages to the West Seas**
52 x 22'

DISTRIBUTOR
www.CHINAnimax.com
samantha@CHINAnimax.com
+65 9100 3282
whacked-out comedic adventures of our iconic anti-hero, Futz. He’s ready for anything … prepared for NOTHING!

**Name of Series:** Almost Naked Animals  
**Production Partners:** YTV  
**Created By:** Noah Z. Jones  
**Package:** 52 x 11—In development  
**Target Audience:** Kids 6-11  
**Types of Animation:** Digital 2D  
**Synopsis:** Based on the popular website of the same name, the series features seven free-spirited animals in their underwear that run a beach front hotel like kids at a summer camp—doing their best to make each day more fun than the last.

**Name of Series:** Bash Boyz  
**Created By:** J.D. Smith  
**Package:** 26 x 22—In development  
**Target Audience:** Kids 8-12  
**Types of Animation:** Digital 2D  
**Synopsis:** A comedy-action show where a 16-year-old kid from the future finds himself taking orders from his 13-year-old whiz-kid dad in the past, shedding a hilarious, complicated new light on the father/son dynamic.

**AB INTERNATIONAL DISTRIBUTION**  
**Website:** www.ab-international.com  
**Stand:** 22.01

**Name of Series:** ARIOL  
**Production Partners:** FOLIMAGE  
**Created By:** Emmanuel Guibert and Marc Boutavant  
**Package:** 78 x 4 or 26 x 12  
**Target Audience:** Kids 6-9  
**Type of Animation:** 2D  
**Synopsis:** ARIOL would be very much like any other little boy if he weren’t blue with tall ears and a huge pair of glasses perched on his nose. No cherub, no stick figure, no caricature is he, but a nine-year-old little donkey. He’s shy, but has a wonderfully vivid imagination!

**American Greetings Properties**  
**Website:** www.agpbrands.com  
**Stand:** 26.02

**Name of Series:** Maryoku Yummy  
**Production Partners:** DQ Animation  
**Created By:** Jeffrey Conrad  
**Package:** 26 x 22 (2 x 11 minute episodes)—In production  
**Target Audience:** Preschool  
**Type of Animation:** 2D HD
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It's fun! It's frolic! It's time to Dazzle!

Bommi & Friends

IMAGE VENTURE Production

Produced in HD

13X12 Min
Now in Production

Age: Preschool

Voice Producer: DAVID HAMBY  Executive Producer: A.P. SIVAYOGEN

Created & Developed by: IMAGE VENTURE

Producer: MATHISEELAN & SENTHIL KUMAR  Written by: KENT PIERCE

Co Developed by: BRET PIERCE & KERRY MICHAELS

For information, distribution & licensing contact
senthil@imageventure.net

Contact during MIPCOM JR & MIPCOM
Sivayogen.A.P +91-99400 22550 / +91-99400 22553

www.imageventure.net
Aniboom
Website: www.aniboom.com
Stand/Contact: 12.5, Yael Bineth (yaelb@aniboom.com)

Name of Series: Angry Dog
Created By: Chris Voigt
Package: 7 x 3.5
Target Audience: Young Adults 15-35, contemporary media fans
Type of Animation: 2D

Animation Collective
Website: www.animationcollective.com / www.threedelivery.com

Name of Series: Three Delivery
Production Partners: Fatkat Animation
Created By: Larry Schwarz
Package: 26 x 22
Target Audience: Kids 6-14
Type of Animation: Flash

ANIMASIA STUDIO SDN BHD
Website: www.animasia-studio.com
Stand/Contact: 05.08, Mob: +6012 3060803

Name of Series: ABC Monsters
Production Partners: Animasia Studio Sdn Bhd, E-Content Grant Malaysia
Created By: Wong Kuan Loong, Raye Lee and Edmund Chan
Package: 26 x 11 or 26 x 22
Target Audience: Preschool/Kids 4-7
Type of Animation: 2D Flash in High Definition
Synopsis: 26 cuddly alphabet monsters live in Capital Castle—each represents a letter of the alphabet. If any monsters go missing, Alice, Brian and Cherry Berry must search and bring them back to the castle. Every episode features a missing monster and viewers learn, sing, dance and play along with the show.

Name of Series: Bola Kampung a.k.a. Football Kidz
Production Partners: Animasia Studio Sdn Bhd, Susunan Kreatif Sdn Bhd, Radio Television Malaysia
Created By: Wong Kuan Loong, Raye Lee and Edmund Chan
Package: 52 x 22
Target Audience: Kids 5-12
Type of Animation: 2D Flash
Synopsis: Iwan and his friends—a group of village kids—struggle to excel at football while living in a rural area with limited training gear and playing fields. But with their strong hearts, friendship and hard work they take viewers along as they win leagues from the Village Cup to the National Trophy.
Monumental Productions, Picture Production Company and Lupus Films present

The Hive
78 x 7 minutes for pre-schoolers

Find out what all the ‘buzz’ is about by viewing the pilot episode in the MIPCOM JUNIOR screenings or contact Camilla Deakin, camilla@lupusfilms.net +44 (0) 7788 145 224
Name of Series: **Kung Fu Chicken**  
Production Partners: Animasia Studio Sdn Bhd, Agogo International  
Created By: Steven Ching, Wong Kuan Loong, Raye Lee and Edmund Chan  
Package: 26 x 22  
Target Audience: Kids 5-11  
Type of Animation: 2D Flash in High Definition  
Synopsis: Dr. Flamingo and his Evil Ducks have been robbing the rich merchants passing through the Kingdom of Phoenix. Enter Speedychick Deliveries: a company of Kung Fu fighting birds providing security and transportation services to merchants and traders conducting business around the Kingdom, who fight Dr. Flamingo at every turn.

Name of Series: **Supa Strikas**  
Website: [www.strika.com](http://www.strika.com)  
Production Partners: Animasia Studio Sdn Bhd, Strika Entertainment Pty Ltd  
Created By: Strika Entertainment (Pty) Ltd  
Package: 26 x 22  
Target Audience: Kids 5-11  
Type of Animation: 2D Flash in High Definition  
Synopsis: On a whirlwind world tour, a young striker must help the world’s greatest players pursue soccer’s highest prize! But obstacles abound: From villainous inventors to dysfunctional gadgetry, the Supa Strikas are constantly tested. But they find inspiration to succeed in the most unusual places: Jungles, ancient cultures and comedic super-sleuth, Spenza!

**Animax Entertainment**  
Contact: Radar Cartoons

Name of Series: **Breakfast with Timmy & Gracie**  
Created By: Dave Thomas, Luis De Luna and Nhu Diep  
Package: 11 minute eps.  
Target Audience: Kids 6–11  
Type of Animation: Flash  
Synopsis: Timmy and Gracie follows two overly-active and clever siblings as they sit down to breakfast, pull a prize from their cereal box and throw themselves into grand-scale, globe-trotting, time-tripping adventure—all before they have to get on the school bus.

Name of Series: **Totally Twisted Treehouse**  
Created By: Dave Thomas, Elise Allen, and Megan Cavallari  
Package: 11 minute eps.  
Target Audience: Preschool  
Type of Animation: Flash  
Synopsis: When six-year-old Violet, Drew, Addison and Cruz have a problem, they never panic. They climb their way into the Totally Twisted Treehouse, which propels them into worlds of their wildest imagination. Here, problems become amazing adventures through which they discover the answers they need ... just in time for dinner.
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Brijes

Teen Determination

Brijes Magic

The Perfect Match

For Saving the New Alliance

Genre: Action/Adventure
Length: 90 minutes of action-packed adventure
Target: A family film for kids 8 and up
Language: Spanish and English
Distribution: Worldwide, 1st Quarter 2020
Contact: Ricardo G. Dupret: +52 (55) 2367 3100 rgd@santodomingoanimation.com
Jann Nagel: 001 (818) 706 1942 - jannagal@myexcel.com
www.brijespaintners.com

Copyright © 2008 Santo Domingo Animation

SDA
Santo Domingo Animation
Name of Series: The Animated Adventures of Bob & Doug McKenzie
Website: www.animaxinteractive.com/bd_trailer
Created By: Dave Thomas
Package: 22 minute eps.
Target Audience: Adults
Type of Animation: Flash
Synopsis: Bob & Doug McKenzie is an edgy comedy driven by jokes about pop culture and character stereotypes and takes place mostly in a typical suburban Canadian town called Borderton. These two zany brothers partake in crazy adventures, play ice hockey, fight Nazis and drink beer.

Name of Series: Datemares
Website: www2.animaxinteractive.com/datemares
Created By: Richard D’Alessio
Package: 2 minute eps.
Target Audience: Adults 18-29
Type of Animation: Flash
Synopsis: There’s something wrong with the men out there, and Chelsea can prove it. Just look at her dates: They go from perfect to psychotic in the time it takes to down a Cosmo (a fancy drink). If it wasn’t so sad, it’d be funny … Actually, it is funny. It’s Datemares!

Name of Series: The Strangest Show on Earth
Created By: Dave Thomas, Michael Bellavia and Serapio Calm
Package: 22 minute eps.
Target Audience: Kids 6–11
Type of Animation: Flash
Synopsis: Jane’s life is a circus. Her family is very un-normal and actually in the circus, but she is neither odd nor strange. If only she could understand that being plain is what makes her just as special as the rest of her folks in The Strangest Show on Earth.

Name of Series: The Stupid Legend of Fantalia
Created By: Dave Thomas, Patrick Baker and Kevin Pedersen
Package: 22 minute eps.
Target Audience: Kids 8-11
Type of Animation: Flash
Synopsis: The Stupid Legend of Fantalia tells the story of a magical world full of elves, dragons, trolls and magic … and teenage twins from NYC who are just a little too old for this stuff and want to get back home. But they must first fulfill their destiny in Fantalia, whatever that is.

Atlantyca Entertainment
Website: www.atlantyca.com
Contact: Ph: +39 02-4300101

Name of Series: Geronimo Stilton
Created By: Based on the award-winning international kids' book series of the same name.
Target Audience: Kids
Type of Animation: Digital 2D
HECTOR

FAT ARSE OF THE LAW

VISIT Strandlooper AT STAND LR4.15

www.strandlooper.com
### Automatic Document Corporation

**Website:** www.handeyeman.com  
**Contact:** jog@autodocorp.com

**Name of Series:** The Handeyeman® Discovers Planet Earth  
**Production Partners:** TBD  
**Created By:** John O. Graybill  
**Package:** TBD  
**Target Audience:** Ages 10-29  
**Names of Major Toy Licensees:** TBD  
**Type of Animation:** CG

**Synopsis:** The Handeyeman® has two legs, one large hand holding his big eyeball, and struggles against evil to keep his discovery of Earth a secret.

### Avikoo Studios

**Website:** www.avikoo.com

**Name of Series:** Manu’s Adventures  
**Production Partners:** To be defined  
**Created By:** Mauricio De la Orta  
**Package:** 1 x 84 feature film  
**Target Audience:** Family  
**Type of Animation:** 3D

### B.WOODING

**Website:** www.bwoodingmedia.com  
**Stand:** Azur Hall #20

**Name of Series:** Catsup & Mustard  
**Production Partners:** Thoren Entertainment, Rocket Fish Studios  
**Created By:** Terry Thoren  
**Package:** 26 x 22 or 78 x 7  
**Target Audience:** Preschool  
**Type of Animation:** Traditional 2D

### Bardel Entertainment

**Website:** www.zekespadoinfo.com / www.bardelentertainment.com  
**Stand:** 00.01 Table 17, Canada Pavilion

**Name of Series:** Zeke’s Pad  
**Production Partners:** Bardel Entertainment, Leaping Lizard Productions, Avril Stark Entertainment  
**Created By:** Liz Scully  
**Package:** 26 x 30  
**Target Audience:** Kids  
**Type of Animation:** Toon-shaded 3D
LEON
LIFE'S UNLUCKIEST LION!
52 x 3-minutes

www.loonland.com
MIPCOM 2008 Stand 09.19
MANAGING BRANDS FOR KIDS WORLDWIDE
Beyond Distribution
Website: www.beyond.com.au
Stand: R27.13

Name of Series: Milly, Molly
Production Partners: Produced by Pacific & Beyond, the award-winning animation studio Scrawl Studios, Milly Molly Holdings and with the participation of the Media Development Authority of Singapore
Package: 13 x 30 or 26 x 15
Target Audience: Kids
Names of Major Toy Licensees: Refer to www.millymolly.com

Big Bad Wolf Productions
Website: www.bigbadwolf.be / www.musti.be
Contact: +32 475-708058

Name of Series: Musti
Production Partners: ER-Productions / VRT (Belgian Public Channel)
Created By: Ray Goossens, Werner Jacquet
Package: 52 x 5
Target Audience: Kids 3-6
Names of Major Toy Licensees: Jemini; Paradiso Books;
Standaard Uitgeverij: ZNU
Type of Animation: 3D HD

Bill Melendez Productions Inc.
Website: www.billmelendez.tv
Contact: Thomas Keuneke +1-404-502-3549

Name of Series: The Eidolon
Production Partners: Lucasfilm Ltd. & The Children Safety Education Foundation
Created By: Mirza-Javed & Kaj Melendez, based on an original concept by Charlie Kellner and George Lucas
Package: 26 x 22
Target Audience: Kids 8-12
Type of Animation: Classical

Name of Series: Charlie’s Dream
Production Partners: Extraordinary Assets Limited
Created By: Leonard Whitting
Package: 1 x 90
Target Audience: Kids 7-12
Type of Animation: 2D
Synopsis: Charlie is a chimpanzee living in a small town zoo. He dreams of escape—of living free, being himself—but when the dream comes true he finds the harsh realities of life outside the zoo soon alters his view of this newly gained freedom.
“Ham” is the Handeyeman® astronomer who lives on another planet and discovers Earth. His discovery causes him, his family, and his colleagues big problems as they try to control how the news of the earthlings will be released to the world of handeyepeople™.

30 page style guide for TV series, comic book, feature film, video games or toys on Handeyeman® and how handeyepeople™ do things.

John O. Graybill, Creator
jog@autodocorp.com
(951) 313-9052, (619) 287-8857
BKN International AG
Website: www.bknkids.com
Stand: 11.32

Name of Series: Stone Age
Created By: Rick Ungar
Package: 52 x 11
Target Audience: Kids 6–11
Type of Animation: CGI HD

Branscome International
Website: www.branscomeinternational.com
Stand: R30.22

Name of Series: Holiday Hill Farm Specials
Production Partners: Holiday Hill Farm
Created By: Joe Troiano
Package: 5 x 1 hour
Target Audience: Kids 3-9, Family
Type of Animation: CGI-HD
Names of Major Licensees: Barnes & Noble, KB Toys, TY’s, ToyBox, Bodum Cups, Prestige Toys

Synopsis: Series of Five Holiday specials, featuring SPOOKLEY for Halloween, and other farm characters for Christmas, Easter, Valentine’s Day and Back-to-school.

Name of Series: Baby First
Created By: BFTV, LLC
Package: Over 360 x half-hours
Target Audience: Pre-Kindergarten
Type of Animation: 2D, 3D and live action
Synopsis: Unique learning experience programs in entertaining formats for parents & children to share.

Themes: developing language, social skills, music, art/creativity. Several series of 26, 39 and 52 half-hours.

Name of Series: Little Red Riding Hood
Production Partners: Video Brinquedo
Created By: RXSG Media Informatica do Brasil LTDA
Package: 1 x 44
Target Audience: Kids 4-10
Type of Animation: 2D Flash
Synopsis: This enchanted and modern adaption of the Brother Grimm classic is sure to please! A smart, sassy and fun Little Red Riding Hood loves nature and a Grandma who lives in the woods. One day while on her way to Grandma’s, Little Red Riding Hood meets a sly and sassy wolf.

Name of Series: Animated Classics Library
Production Partners: Golden Films
Package: 26 x 45
Target Audience: Kids 3-8
Type of Animation: 2D
Synopsis: These timeless classics include the most beloved of children’s fairy tales, exciting original adventures and famous works of literature.
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Feature length 3D animated film for cinematographic release

In pre-sales at Mipcom

Programmes available:

A co-production between Gruppo Alcuni S.r.l. and Grupo Edebé with the support of
Name of Series: Football Passion  
Production Partners: Video Brinquedo  
Created By: RXSG Media Informatica do Brasil LTDA  
Package: 1 x 56  
Target Audience: Kids 4-10  
Type of animation: 2D  
Synopsis: “BR” is a Brazilian teenager and a great football player who dreams of becoming a professional athlete – one who will use his celebrity to help his community (a forgotten slum in Rio de Janeiro). One day “BR” and his footballer friends trespass onto the Playboy Club’s new irresistible green. A fight ensues and everyone decides a “Football play-off” will be the solution.

BRB Internacional  
Website: www.brb.es  
Stand: R35.16

Name of Series: Papawa  
Production Partners: Screen 21, BRB Internacional, 2 Minutes, TVC  
Created By: Pedro Muñoz, E. Berthier  
Package: 104 x 7 or 52 x 13  
Target Audience: Kids 6-10  
Type of Animation: HD Cut-Out

Breakthrough Entertainment Inc.  
Website: www.breakthroughfilms.com  
Stand/Contact: 00.01; Mob: +1 416-721-5919 / distribution@breakthroughfilms.com

Name of Series: Fishtronaut  
Production Partners: TV PinGuin in association with Discovery Kids  
Created By: Celia Catunda and Kiko Mistrorigo  
Package: 26 x 30  
Target Audience: Kids 4–7  
Type of Animation: 2D Flash  
Synopsis: A fun-filled animated adventure series following Fishtronaut, a secret agent, as he explores the world’s many mysteries above and below water. Kids are encouraged to engage interactively by tapping and clapping along with Fishtronaut and his friends. Available in HD.

Name of Series: Producing Parker  
Production Partners: Breakthrough Animation/Philippine Animation Studio co-production in assoc. with Canwest Media  
Target Audience: Adults  
Synopsis: This edgy send-up of daytime talk shows follows the outrageous adventures of Parker, an overworked and underpaid television producer, as she manages her boss’s delicate ego, the quirky production crew and the hilarious behind-the-scenes antics of “The Dee Show.” Starring Kim Cattrall (Sex and the City) and Kristin Booth (MVP).
Meet Big & Small

How you ever met two best friends who couldn’t be more different? Big and Small are two pals who prove that fun comes in different sizes. Heart-warming and imaginative stories with lots of adventure and lots of laughs!

Format: 32 x 11’
Genre: Puppetry children’s series
Delivery: Spring 2009

Head Writer: Kathy Hough, three time Emmy-award winner, and recently also head writer on the US hit show „Peep and the Big Wide World“. Executive Produced by Jack Lenz & Anne Bogan
Produced by Kindle Entertainment
A Kindle Entertainment / SJ’s Entertainment production for BBC, produced in association with Treehouse and Studio 100

Studio 100 Media
Tel.: +49 (0)89 34 34 478-6 | e-mail: info@Studio100media.com | www.studio100media.com
BROWN & STICKY PRODUCTIONS LTD
Website: www.brownandsticky.net

Name of Series: Adrian’s Wall
Created By: Sarah Bird and Jayne Kirkham
Package: 52 x 11
Target Audience: Kids/Tweens 8-12
Type of Animation: 3D CGI

Cartoon One
Website: www.cartoonone.it
Stand: Stand No. R36.17 (Italian Pavilion)

Name of Series: School For Vampires
Production Partners: Cartoon One Srl, Hahn Film AG, RAI Fiction, ARD
Created By: Jackie Niebisch
Package: 78 x 13
Target Audience: Kids 6-9
Type of Animation: 2D

Catalyst Video Limited
Website: www.spaceplace.tv
Contact: Ted Bather (Criterion), Ph: 07768 866424 Skype: tedbather

Name of Series: The Space Place
Created By: Catalyst Video Limited
Package: 12 x 5
Target Audience: Kids 3-7
Type of Animation: 3D

CCI Entertainment
Website: www.ccientertainment.com
Stand/Contact: 0.01 or #4 La Croisette

Name of Series: Turbo Dogs
Production Partners: Huhu Studios
Created By: Based on the book Racer Dogs by Bob Kolar
Package: 52 x 12
Target Audience: Kids 4-7
Type of Animation: 3D CGI
Call for Entries!

Introducing The American Animation Market

The 5th annual Red Stick International Animation Festival is the largest animation festival in the United States.

Attend workshops and lectures presented by the best in the industry such as Disney and Pixar.*

Enter your films in the 2009 “Best of the Fest” competition

Entry Deadline: December 1, 2008

*Speakers and presenters have not been finalized.

APRIL 22 - 25, 2009 BATON ROUGE, LOUISIANA
RED STICK INTERNATIONAL ANIMATION FESTIVAL
For complete details visit www.redstickfestival.org
Chapman Entertainment
Contact: Sarah Osmotherly, +612 402-287-722

Name of Series: Trooper Tom
Production Partners: Chapman Entertainment and Weta Workshop
Created By: Chapman Entertainment and Weta Workshop
Package: 26 x 22
Target Audience: Boys 6–9
Type of Animation: CGI

Chips and Toon Pte. Ltd.
Website: www.chipsandtoon.com/stoneboy
Stand: 05.20-07.19

Name of Series: Stoneboy
Production Partners: MDA Singapore
Created By: Darran Kuah
Package: 24 x 3
Target Audience: Kids 4-8
Type of Animation: 2D Flash

Cilantro Animation Studios
Website: www.CilantroAnimation.com
Contact: U.S. Mob: 305-298-0246, Salvatore Cavalieri

Name of Series: Usuy
Production Partners: Open to co-productions
Created By: Cilantro Animation Studios
Package: 13 x 22 or 26 x 11
Target Audience: Kids 7-12
Names of Major Toy Licensees: Open to licensees
Types of Animation: CGI, Motion-Capture

Cinnamon Entertainment
Website: www.freefonix.tv
Contact: BBC Worldwide (Stand G3.40) or Chris Rice (Producer), Mob: +44 7990-973323

Name of Series: Freefonix
Production Partners: Cinnamon Entertainment, Method Films, Toonz
Created By: Magnus Fiennes
Package: 40 x 24
Target Audience: Kids 7-11
Names of Major Toy Licensees: Sharpe Company (U.S.), Parthenon (U.K.)
Types of Animation: 3D Toonshaded CGI
Mighty Lil' Spinnerz

Groundbreaking multiplatform property launching fall 2009
52 x 22 min action comedy CGI animated TV series / music / internet / MMO game / mobile
Contact + 44 (0)20 7323 3299 / Email info@mightylilspinnerz.com
www.mightylilspinnerz.com
Collingwood O’Hare Productions Ltd.
Website: www.collingwoodohare.com
Contact: info@crownstreet.co.uk

Name of Series: Ping! Pong! Ding! Dong!
Production Partners: Seeking partners at MIPCOM
Created By: Tony Collingwood
Package: 52 x 11
Target Audience: Preschool
Type of Animation: 2D

Contender Entertainment Group
Website: www.contendergroup.com
Stand: 09.34

Name of Series: Ben & Holly’s Little Kingdom
Production Partners: Astley Baker Davies Studio
Created By: Mark Baker and Neville Astley
Package: 52 x 11
Target Audience: Preschool
Type of Animation: Cell Action

Cookie Jar Entertainment
Website: www.cookiejarentertainment.com
Stand: 17.10 Palais

Name of Series: Metajets
Production Partners: Cookie Jar Entertainment and Sunwoo (Korea)
Created By: Cookie Jar Entertainment
Package: 40 x 30
Target Audience: Boys 6-11
Types of Animation: 2D and CGI

Coolframes Digiworks Co., Ltd
Website: www.cfzdiigiworks.com
Stand: 12.18

Name of Series: Choobies
Created By: Coolframes Digiworks
Package: 52 x 5.5
Target Audience: Kids 3-7
Names of Major Toy Licensees: Letgo
Gently explore the world in
4 X 5 min segments per episode

Learn
Dance
Sing
See

World of 00™

Pre-Sales and Co-Production Deals
Rights available starting 2009
contact dean@honest-ent.com
Cosgrove Hall Films
Website: www.cosgrovehall.com
Stand: LR3.05

Name of Series: Squidge and the Hardnuts
Production Partners: Under discussion
Created By: Based on an original idea from Dan Good of Absolutely Cuckoo. Created by Francis Vose.
Package: 104 x 5
Target Audience: Preschool
Types of Animation: CGI and Stop-Motion

Curious Pictures
Website: www.curiouspictures.com
Contact: Richard Winkler

Name of Series: HERBERT'S WORMHOLE
Production Partners: TBD
Created By: Peter Nelson and Ro Rao
Package: 13 x 22
Target Audience: Kids 8-12
Types of Animation: 2D and 3D

Cyber Group Animation
Website: www.cyber-animation.com
Stand/Contact: 16.09, Carole Brin

Name of Series: Manon
Production Partners: Planet Nemo Animation, Sardine Productions, Tiji
Created By: Gérard Moncomble, Nadine Rouvière
Package: 52 x 7
Target Audience: Preschool
Type of Animation: 3D HD

Daewon Media Co., Ltd.
Website: www.daewonmedia.com
Stand: 08.31

Name of Series: Noonbory and the Super 7
Production Partner: Cookie Jar Entertainment
Created By: Daewon Media
Package: 52 x 11
Target Audience: Kids 3-7
Type of Animation: 3D
Synopsis: In magical land of Toobalooba, energetic “Borys” possess very special, very powerful skills: Each Bory has their own super sense. Lead by super common sense Noonbory, our Borys utilize their heightened senses along with imagination and teamwork to playfully save the day! Especially against Toobalooba’s super silly villains.
Don't be sheepish. Embrace the kid.

At Inspidea, we allow ourselves to be kids for a good reason. Our original productions and animation services become a lot better and funnier.

We are all big kids inside.
Disney-ABC-ESPN Television
Website: www.daet.tv
Stand: RB.30

**Name of Series:** Kid Vs Kat
**Production Partners:** Jetix Europe, Studio B Productions & YTV
**Created By:** Rob Boutilier
**Package:** 52 x 11
**Target Audience:** Kids 6-12
**Names of Major Toy Licensees:** Jetix Consumer Products holds home entertainment & consumer product rights in EMEA

**Type of Animation:** Flash

Dongwoo Animation Co., Ltd
Website: www.anidong.com

**Name of Series:** Bristol Expedition
**Production Partners:** Goorminteractive & KBS
**Created By:** Goorminteractive
**Package:** 26 x half hour
**Target Audience:** Kids 8-12
**Type of Animation:** 2D

Doolynara Inc.
Website: www.animationdooly.com
Stand: 08.36-10.35 in KOCCA booth

**Name of Series:** New baby dinosaur Dooly
**Production Partners:** SBS, Tooniverse
**Created By:** Doolynara Inc.
**Package:** 26 x 22
**Target Audience:** Kids 5-13
**Names of Major Toy Licensees:** Doolynara Inc.

**Synopsis:** Dooly is a baby dinosaur who became trapped in ice—10 million years later, the glacier breaks and he wakes up in Seoul! He has mysterious super powers received from an extraterrestrial, but can’t quite figure them out, sometimes using them accidentally. Though he looks silly, he is mischievous and loyal.

Echo Bridge Entertainment
Website: www.echobridgeentertainment.com / www.lunarjim.com
Stand: Riviera Beach, RB.33

**Name of Series:** LUNAR JIM
**Production Partners:** Halifax Film Company
**Created By:** Alexandar Bar
**Package:** 46 x 30
**Target Audience:** Preschool
**Names of Major Toy Licensees:** Fisher-Price, BBC Children’s Books Penguin Group

**Type of Animation:** Stop-motion
Animation Magazine presents CARTOONS AT CANNES - MIPCOM 2008

Valentina
THE SERIES
Project: TV Series Style: 2D animation
Status: Seeking Co-producer

Gaturro
Project: Feature Film Style: 3D animation
Status: In production

Boogie
"Based on the work of the great Fontanarosa"
Project: Feature Film Style: 2D animation with 3D elements and CGI backgrounds
Status: In production

Marca Perro
Project: TV Series Style: 2D animation
Status: Seeking Co-producer

Contact: Gaston Cami
gcami@illusionstudios.com.ar
Mobile at MipCom Jr and MipCom: (+33) 637 174 976
ILLUSIONSTUDIOS.com
Turning classic children’s books into timeless holiday movies.

Playhouse Disney Channel, Kidzcom Films, Turbo Nick, Barnes & Noble Booksellers
Entertainment Rights Plc.
Website: www.entertainmentrights.com
Stand: H4.20

Name of Series: Guess with Jess®
Production Partners: Nelvana Studios
Created By: Nelvana Studios
Package: 52 x 10
Target Audience: Kids 2-4
Names of Major Toy Licensees: Master Toy Licensee: Fisher Price, U.K. Book Publisher: Egmont
Type of Animation: CGI

ettaminA Studios
Website: www.ettamina.com
Contact: +65 9168-0407

Name of Series: The Loopy King
Production Partners: ettaminA Animation Studios
Created By: ettaminA Studios
Package: 52 x 22
Target Audience: Kids 8-11 years
Type of Animation: Flash

Evergreen Productions
Website: www.radarcartoons.com
Contact: Rita Street +44-7921-680-416

Name of Series: SPACE RUSH
Created By: Dan Curry, Devin Curry & Radar Cartoons
Package: 26 x 22
Target Audience: Kids 8-12
Types of Animation: Mo-Cap/CG
Synopsis: Two hundred years in the future, man has pushed civilization to the Asteroid Belt and discovered a new form of fuel. Astrocite has changed Earth’s economy and started a Space Age Gold Rush. Teenage decoy pilot Shane is onboard for the ride of his life!

Flux Animation Studio Ltd.
Website: www.fluxmedia.co.nz
Contact: Brent Chambers +64272756531

Name of Series: CLIFF
Created By: Brent Chambers
Package: 26 x 22
Target Audience: Kids 8-12
Type of Animation: Harmony
Synopsis: CLIFF is a little... different. He isn’t a bit like the other kids at school or his lemming neighbors. And he’s nothing like his parents, best friend or anyone else in Lemmington. Join CLIFF on the edge of adventure, at the precipice of pandemonium, on the verge of being run out of town...
2008 Dec. Release

DOOLY
The Little Dino

2D animation TV series.
22 min. x 26 episodes

Visit us at MIPCOM stand 08.36-10.35

www.animationdooly.com / E-mail: dooly@doolynara.com / Tel.: +82-2-557-2151
**Name of Series:** Intrepid Ed  
**Created By:** Brent Chambers / Jim Mora  
**Package:** 26 x 22  
**Target Audience:** Kids 8-12  
**Type of Animation:** Harmony  
**Synopsis:** A cross between *The Amazing Race* and *Dennis the Menace*, INTREPID ED follows one very adventurous kid’s journey to walk (or stumble) in the footsteps of his hero, Sir Edmund Hillary.

**Name of Series:** Indigo  
**Created By:** Sarah Burren  
**Package:** 26 x 22  
**Target Audience:** Kids 8-12  
**Type of Animation:** 2D  
**Synopsis:** Russell Sprout has always been a greenie, but he didn’t know his passion would land his family in creepy MiddleTown, the most barren, brown and weirdo place imaginable. Now Russell and his quirky, psychically gifted friends must uncover the mystery behind his new home’s “issues.” Before whatever infects MiddleTown spreads!

**Name of Series:** Puzzle Inc.  
**Production Partners:** TVNZ  
**Created By:** Raymond McGrath  
**Package:** 26 x 5  
**Target Audience:** Preschool  
**Type of Animation:** CGI  
**Synopsis:** Puzzle Inc.’s characters are basic shapes (circles, squares, triangles, rectangles) that come to life. Through trial and error and plenty of humor, they eventually fit snuggly together to solve a puzzle. Set to classical music.

**Name of Series:** Aeko & Friends  
**Production Partners:** Picto Studios  
**Created By:** Picto Studios  
**Package:** 26 x 11  
**Target Audience:** Preschool  
**Type of Animation:** CGI  
**Synopsis:** A little about numbers, a lot about friends.

---

**Foothill Entertainment, INC.**  
**Website:** www.foothillentertainment.com  
**Stand/Contact:** VIP Club, Ph: +1 805-637-6054

**Name of Series:** Boy and the Dinosaur  
**Production Partners:** Splash! Productions  
**Created By:** Russell Deaver  
**Package:** 52 x 11 or 26 x 25  
**Target Audience:** Preschool  
**Type of Animation:** CGI
Forma Animada (Spain)
Website: www.forma-animada.com
Stand: R35.16

Name of Series: Abby Careful
Production Partners: ART’MELL (France)
Created By: Enrique F. Guzmán
Package: 52 x 7
Target Audience: Kids 6-9
Type of Animation: 3D/CGI

Future Thought Productions
Website: www.futurethought.tv
Contact: +1 408-834-4477 / bizdev@futurethought.tv

Name of Series: Crime Time
Created and Produced By: Future Thought Productions
Package: 120 x 1.5, 16 x 11, 8 x 22
Target Audience: Family
Types of Animation: Flash/CGI

Futurikon
Website: www.futurikon.com
Stand: R32.03

Name of Series: Captain Biceps
Production Partners: Futurikon, in co-production with France 3 and TPS
Created By: Zep & Tebo
Package: 78 x 8
Target Audience: Kids 6-12

Gamania Digital Entertainment
Website: www.gamania.com
Contact: Rita Street, +44-7921-680-416

Name of Series: Aroma 5
Created By: Pongo Kuo
Package: 26 x 11
Target Audience: Kids 8-12
Type of Animation: Flash
Synopsis: Aroma City... a bustling metropolis where humans are too stressed-out to notice the secret animal world in their midst. Like the human world, the animal underground has its problems. When their problems require the expertise of an acrobatic detective team, animals call Madam Pearl whose operatives will find anything... for a price!
**Name of Series:** Mig Said…  
**Production Partners:** Distributed by Millimages, Airing on Nick Jr. U.K., Cartoon Network, Japan  
**Created By:** Mig Jou  
**Package:** 44 x 1  
**Target Audience:** Preschool  
**Type of Animation:** Flash

**Synopsis:** Mig Said… is a series of animated shorts that tell moral tales in an enchanting way. Set to refreshingly original music, each short introduces a memorable new character and features a different design style as beautiful and imaginative as the mind of a child.

---

**Global Telemedia**  
**Website:** www.globaltelemedia.com  
**Stand:** 14.18

**Name of Series:** Momo Island  
**Production Partners:** Shanghai Cartoon Communications  
**Created By:** Shanghai Cartoon Communications  
**Package:** 52 x 11  
**Target Audience:** Kids 3-11  
**Type of Animation:** 3D

---

**GO-N Productions**  
**Website:** www.go-n.fr  
**Stand:** 02.15

**Name of Series:** LOU!  
**Production Partners:** Editions Glenat, M6, Disney Channel France  
**Created By:** J. Neel  
**Package:** 52 x 11  
**Target Audience:** Kids 8-12  
**Type of Animation:** 2D Flash

---

**Greenlight Media AG,**  
**Website:** www.greenlightmedia.com / www.ssg-b2b.com  
**Stand/Contact:** 16.18-18.19; Rick van den Heuvel (Magus Entertainment), Ph: +31 6-54-76-87-97

**Name of Series:** SimsalaGrimm Seasons I and II  
**Production Partners:** Magma Films, Millimages and NDR  
**Created By:** Based on an idea by André Sikojev, Stefan Beiten and Claus Clausen  
**Package:** 26 x 26 each  
**Target Audience:** Kids 4-12  
**Type of Animation:** 2D
Name of Series: Pet Pals and Marco Polo’s Code
Production Partners: Gruppo Alcuni – GRUPO EDEBÉ
Created By: Sergio Manfio, GRUPPO ALCUNI
Package: Feature Film in production
Target Audience: Family
Type of Animation: 3D
Synopsis: The Pet Pals meet in Venice to uncover the famous Marco Polo’s Code. But their old enemy, Crow Witch, is also in search of the Code. She has an evil plan to drain the lagoon of Venice, making it a city like all the others with cars, trucks and motorbikes.

Name of Series: Leonardo
Production Partners: Gruppo Alcuni RaiFiction, DQ Entertainment
Created By: Sergio Manfio, GRUPPO ALCUNI
Package: 26 x 13
Target Audience: Kids 6-12
Types of Animation: 2D and 3D
Synopsis: Set in late 15th century Tuscany, the adventures of a group of teens lead by a really special and talented boy: Leonardo da Vinci. The young genius strives to find different solutions in order to best Gottardo, his sworn enemy and unfair rival in charming the ironic and elusive Gioconda...

Name of Series: Pet Pals
Production Partners: Gruppo Alcuni RaiFiction, Agogo, Alphanim, DQ Entertainment
Created By: Sergio Manfio, GRUPPO ALCUNI
Package: 78 x 13
Target Audience: Kids 4-10
Type of Animation: 2D
Synopsis: The amusing adventures of six lovable pets: Diva the duck, Holly the kitten, Moby the puppy, Pio the frog, TOP Top Hat the rabbit and Nameless, the little chick as they voyage from Australia to Venice, on the trail of Marco Polo and finally in fantastical Middle Woodland, rife with fairytale creatures.

Name of Series: And Yet it Moves
Production Partners: Gruppo Alcuni RaiFiction, DQ Entertainment, MnogoFilm
Created By: Sergio Manfio, GRUPPO ALCUNI
Package: 39 x 10
Target Audience: Kids 4-9
Type of Animation: 2D + Live action
Synopsis: The series is set in an extremely colorful animation studio, where two cartoon artists interact with a number of cartoon characters. Thanks to the “Cartoon Gate,” the characters are able to enter directly into the magical world of fairytales, where they meet the children’s stories’ most famous characters.
Name of Series: The Adventures of Hocus & Lotus
Production Partners: Dinocroc, RaiFiction, Musicartoon; Distribution: Gruppo Alcuni, M.B.M. Associati
Created By: Francesca Giombini
Package: 30 x 5 + 22 new episodes coming soon
Target Audience: Kids 3-8
Type of Animation: 2D
Synopsis: Hocus and Lotus are two funny, lovable dinocrocs: bizarre little animals with dinosaur tails and crocodile jaws who live in a magical park with many friends, learning that each word has its own worth. Beautiful mini-musicals, composed by successful musicians, accompany each episode in English, French, Spanish, German or Italian.

Name of Series: The Crab Prince
Production Partners: Gruppo Alcuni, Regione del Veneto
Created By: Sergio Manfio
Package: 1 x 10 TV Special
Target Audience: Kids 3-8
Type of Animation: 2D
Synopsis: The Crab Prince is one of the oldest Venetian fairytales. The story will lead us through the magical world of Venice. The sweet Princess, the daring Prince and the evil Witch are the characters who animate this fairytale. The music and songs carry us dreamily through this world of magic.

Name of Series: Cartoons for Peace
Production Partners: Gruppo Alcuni, UNESCO, RaiFiction
Created By: Sergio Manfio
Package: 26 x 3
Target Audience: Kids
Type of Animation: 2D
Synopsis: A series based on storyboards made by younger children and teens from all over the world, all on the theme of peace. When peace means not only solidarity, environmental conservation, non-violence and co-operation, but also food, water and education.

GURU STUDIO
Contact: Mary Bredin, +647-628-4878
Website: gurustudio.com

Name of Series: The Buds
Production Partners: TBC
Created By: Zane Kozak
Package: 5-min. eps.
Target Audience: Preschool
Type of Animation: CGI
Handle and Spout

Website: www.handleandspout.com
Stand/Contact: LR4.15 / +33 04-9299-8930

Name of Series: Harry and Toto
Production Partners: GS Animation, BBC, BBC Worldwide
Created By: Paul Shuttleworth
Package: 26 x 10
Target Audience: Preschool
Type of Animation: 2D Flash

Hanwen Animation Co, Ltd.

Website: www.treetoppop.com / www.heewee.com
Stand: 14.29

Name of Series: Tree Top Pop
Created By: Hanwen Animation Co, Ltd.
Package: 104 x 11
Target Audience: Kids 3-9
Type of Animation: Flash
Synopsis: The story covers the adventures of four lovable birds known collectively as the Early Bird Band as they journey to their next musical performance. The Band is a happy-go-lucky troupe of friends that like nothing more than to entertain people with great music.

Honest Entertainment LLC

Website: www.fidodido.com
Contact: Dean Koocher, 914-424-1276

Name of Series: Xtreme Shorts
Production Partners: Graphiti
Created By: Joanna Ferrone
Package: 13 x 1
Target Audience: Teens/Young Adults
Types of Animation: 3D CGI

Name of Series: The World of OO
Production Partners: Graphiti
Created By: Joanna Ferrone
Package: 4 x 5.5 segments per 22 min. episode
Target Audience: Preschool
Names of Major Toy Licensees: Rights available 2009
Type of Animation: 3D CGI
Synopsis: Adventurous characters invite the very young to explore the world through music, dance, games and imitating behavior. Each of four five and a half minute segments features a different family of characters for a full 22 minutes of learning per episode.
Name of Series: Valentina – The Series
Production Partners: Seeking co-producer
Package: 26 x 22 (Feature available)
Target Audience: Girls 3-9
Type of Animation: 2D
Synopsis: The most popular character among Latin American girls and teens is coming to TV! Valentina is a girl who is growing and sharing the whirlwind of emotions and new experiences that is pre-adolescence with her friends. This is why girls identify with her and see her as a real girl.

Name of Series: Marca Perro
Production Partners: Seeking co-producer
Package: 26 x 22 or 52 x 11
Target Audience: Kids 6-12
Type of Animation: 2D
Synopsis: Mutt is the story of a shy teenage boy (Demian) and a self-assured stray dog in search of his breed, his identity, who cross paths and discover a strange power: They can hear and understand each other. This is a story with ironic and absurd humor based on steadfast loyalty.

Name of Series: Gaturro
Package: Feature—in production
Target Audience: Family
Type of Animation: Full 3D
Synopsis: Gaturro is the family pet. He uses irony and humor to refer to reality. He’s been forever in love with his neighbor cat, Agatha, and he doesn’t mind doing silly things to win her heart, such as becoming a successful TV star!

Name of Series: Boogie
Package: Feature—in production
Target Audience: Teens / Young Adults
Type of Animation: 2D with 3D elements and CGI backgrounds
Synopsis: He’s been on the run since the very day he was born. This hired killer follows his own rules and hates all human beings. A sadistic character in a story displaying themes, music and aesthetics intended for a young audience, with harsh and unscrupulous humor.
### Image Venture Pvt Ltd

**Website:** www.imageventure.net  
**Contact:** A.P. Sivyogen, +91 99400-22550 / +91 99400-22553  

| Name of Series: Bommi & Friends | Created By: Image Venture Pvt. Ltd. | Package: 13 x 12 | Target Audience: Preschool | Type of Animation: 3D HD | Synopsis: BOMMI & FRIENDS—the first-of-its-kind 3D animation IP that celebrates community living. Bommi the little Indian girl and her friends from Dazzle Land – Remba, Boris, Taco, Yip, Libro and Maya share their experiences about community living, which has brought appreciation and acceptance from leading experts in the animation world. |

### Imira Entertainment

**Website:** www.imiraentertainment.com  
**Stand:** R35.16  

| Name of Series: Sandra, the Fairytale Detective | Production Partners: RTVE, DQ Entertainment | Created By: Myriam Ballesteros | Package: 52 x 11 | Target Audience: Kids 4-8 | Type of Animation: Flash |

### IMPS S.A.

**Website:** www.smurf.com  
**Stand:** 12.30  

| Name of Series: The Smurfs | Production Partners: Hanna-Barbera and LAFIG | Created By: Peyo | Package: 272 x 24 (approx.) | Target Audience: Kids | Type of Animation: 2D/Cel |

### Indigo Film & Television

**Website:** www.indigofilm.com  
**Stand:** R30.26  

| Name of Series: Rocketboy & Toro | Production Partners: Imagestone Inc., Village Productions, Cosgrove Hall | Created By: Jimmy Hibbert (Bob the Builder) | Package: 52 x 11 | Target Audience: Kids 5-8 | Type of Animation: 2D Cel |
Name of Series: X3
Production Partners: INSPIDEA Sdn Bhd
Created By: INSPIDEA Sdn Bhd
Package: 26 x 2
Target Audience: Kids / Young Adults
Type of Animation: Digital 2D
Synopsis: 3x the fun, 3x the danger and 3x the silliness! X3 will thrill you as Mustang Mama, Toby and Sally perform extreme sports with little regard for themselves. Their dangerous maneuvers are acrobatic, aeronautic and très artistic feats that will test the spirit of sports to the limit!

Name of Series: Happy Together
Production Partners: INSPIDEA Sdn Bhd
Created By: INSPIDEA Sdn Bhd
Package: 52 x 1
Target Audience: All Ages
Type of Animation: Digital 2D
Synopsis: In the mangrove, a happy mudskipper and his gloomy catfish friend have a strange bond which is stickier than the mud they live in. From discovering passed out drunks to fighting off kingfishers and masochistic soft-shelled crabs, these two polar opposite fishes never seem to run out of adventure!

Name of Series: Ko-Bushi
Production Partners: INSPIDEA Sdn Bhd / SIP Animation
Created By: INSPIDEA Sdn Bhd / Nathalie Vergès
Package: 78 x 3
Target Audience: Family
Type of Animation: Digital 2D
Synopsis: The Ko-Bushi come alive every night when the restaurant doors are closed: These little warriors shoot toothpicks and hurl wasabi bombs at each other just to be the sushi bar mascot! After the soy sauce has been spilled, all that is left is a hilarious adventure series—Ko-Bushi war has been declared!

Name of Series: Johan The Young Scientist
Production Partners: INSPIDEA Sdn Bhd
Created By: INSPIDEA Sdn Bhd
Package: 26 x 10
Target Audience: Kids 4-8
Type of Animation: Digital 2D
Synopsis: A boy + a bookmark = a blazing adventure. The series follow Johan, an adventurous six year old, as he explores ScienScape: A wildly colourful and futuristic reality contained in The Amazing Book Of Science. Together with his friends, Johan picks up a “little” science tip in every exploration.
ITV Global Entertainment Ltd.
Website: www.granadamedia.com/international
Stand: R38.01

Name of Series: The Pinky & Perky Show
Production Partners: Pinky and Perky Enterprises, Method Films and DQ Entertainment Ltd. co-production for CBBC and France 3
Package: 52 x 13
Target Audience: Kids 6-11
Type of Animation: 3D CGI

JEP Animation
Website: www.jep-animation.de
Stand/Contact: MARKETPLACE STAND or Mob: +49 170-316-2210

Name of Series: Animal Police Department
Created By: Thomas Zak, Martin Zak, Jürgen Egenolf
Package: 26 x 13
Target Audience: Kids 6-9/Family
Type of Animation: 2D

The Jim Henson Company
Website: www.henson.com
Stand/Contact: Sunset Marquis Hotel & Villas VIP Club / licensing@henson.com

Name of Series: Sid The Science Kid
Created By: KCET/Los Angeles for PBS KIDS.
Created By: The Jim Henson Company
Package: 40 x 30
Target Audience: Kids 3-6
Type of Animation: CGI
Synopsis: The Jim Henson Company’s first series for PBS KIDS stars the inquisitive and funny preschooler Sid, and features a practical in-school science curriculum, using music and humor to celebrate children’s natural curiosity about science in everyday life.

Name of Series: Dinosaur Train
Created By: Craig Bartlett
Producer: The Jim Henson Company
Package: 52 x 11
Target Audience: Kids 3-6
Type of Animation: CGI
Synopsis: Buddy, a preschool-age Tyrannosaurus Rex, and his adopted family of Pteranodons go for adventures on the Dinosaur Train to meet all kinds of dinosaurs in different eras and learn new fascinating facts about these incredible creatures.
**Name of Series:** The Skrumps  
**Created By:** Series based on characters created by artist John Chandler  
**Producer:** The Jim Henson Company  
**Package:** Direct-to-DVD  
**Target Audience:** Kids 6-11  
**Type of Animation:** CGI  

**Synopsis:** Also debuting at the market for pre-sales is The Skrumps, a new television project based on a line of collectible figures and illustrated storybooks about a quirky, cool and colorful troupe of creatures. The series stars two hilarious Skrumps, Wishbone and Skrumpy, who bumble their way towards mega rock star fame.

---

**Kandor Moon**  
**Website:** www.thetelltaleheart-theshort.com  
**Contact:** Manuel Cristobal (Perro Verde Films)

**Name of Series:** Extraordinary Tales  
**Production Partners:** Kandor Moon, Melusine Productions, R&R Communications, Perro Verde Films  
**Created By:** Raul Garcia based on Edgar Allan Poe short stories  
**Package:** 1 x 70 TV Feature  
**Target Audience:** Young Adults  
**Type of Animation:** CGI

---

**Kenges**  
**Website:** www.kenges.com

**Name of Series:** She Who Measures  
**Created By:** Veljko Popovic  
**Package:** 1 x 6’40” (short film)  
**Target Audience:** Young Adults/Adults  
**Type of Animation:** 3D

---

**Kiddinx Studios GmbH, Berlin**  
**Website:** www.kiddinx-companies.com  
**Contact:** Andrea Bannert (dir. TV & merchandising), Mob: +49 (0) 172-322-2210

**Name of Series:** Bibi & Tina  
**Production Partners:** ZDF tivi and ZDF Enterprises  
**Created By:** A Pictures Copenhagen  
**Package:** 26 x 26, 13 more eps. in production  
**Target Audience:** Kids 5-12  
**Names of Major Toy Licensees:** Schmidt Spiele Germany  
**Type of Animation:** 2D
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Website</th>
<th>Name of Series</th>
<th>Production Partners</th>
<th>Created By</th>
<th>Package</th>
<th>Target Audience</th>
<th>Type of Animation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kool Produktion AS</td>
<td><a href="http://www.kool.no">www.kool.no</a></td>
<td>Hubert</td>
<td>NRK</td>
<td>Frank Mosvold</td>
<td>26 x 10</td>
<td>Kids 6-9</td>
<td>Flash</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lince Studios</td>
<td><a href="http://www.lincestudios.com">www.lincestudios.com</a></td>
<td>Operation Lynx</td>
<td>Finding4You</td>
<td>Dario Sanchez</td>
<td>13 x 26</td>
<td>Family</td>
<td>3D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lincoln Butterfield Animation</td>
<td><a href="http://www.lincolnbutterfield.com">www.lincolnbutterfield.com</a></td>
<td>Tan</td>
<td>Distributed by PorchLight Entertainment</td>
<td>Created and developed by Robert Hughes based on a concept by Mike Camarillo; initial scripts by Hughes with editing and art direction by Mitch Schauer and initial background design by Frank Furlong</td>
<td>52 x 11</td>
<td>Kids</td>
<td>Traditional 2D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Name of Series: NIT: The Neighborhood Investigation Team  
Created By: Created by Robert Hughes, designed by Mitch Schauer  
Target Audience: Kids  
Type of Animation: Traditional 2D  
Synopsis: While other kids have lemonade stands and paper routes, NIT: The Neighborhood Investigation Team is busy solving the unsolvable, achieving the unachievable and undoing the doable. Whether it’s finding a lost pet or helping the police solve a crime, Emma, Neville and Crunchy are on the case.

Name of Series: Venture Probe  
Created By: Created and written by Robert Hughes and Joseph Walker, designed by Antoine Guilbaud and art directed by Mitch Schauer  
Target Audience: Adults  
Type of Animation: Traditional 2D  
Synopsis: Against his better judgment, Captain Craig Taylor accepts command of the new corporate class sales cruiser VENTURE PROBE, an exorbitantly incapable ship designed and built by the PEBKAC Corporation, a shameless bureaucracy. The mission: Penetrate the galaxy’s newly liberated regions and sell photocopiers using corporate shills and soulless sales clones.

Lion Rock Productions  
Website: www.buzzybee.co.nz  
Contact: Wendie Hall +6421650117; William McKegg +6421910279

Name of Series: Buzzy Bee and Friends  
Production Partners: Flux Animation Studios  
Created By: Lion Rock Productions  
Package: 1 x 23 and 13 x 5  
Target Audience: Preschool  
Type of Animation: CGI

Lupus Films  
Website: www.lupusfilms.net  
Contact: Camilla@lupusfilms.net, +44 7788-145-224

Name of Series: The Hive  
Production Partners: Monumental, PPC  
Created By: David Willing  
Package: 78 x 7  
Target Audience: Preschool  
Type of Animation: 3D CGI  
Synopsis: Buzzbee and Rubee are two cute little bees who live in The Hive, which is always bustling with fun, adventure and exciting things to see and do. They love spending time with their family and friends and finding out all about the natural world and how it works.
March Entertainment Inc.

Website: www.dexhamilton.com
Stand: 664

Name of Series: Dex Hamilton: Alien Entomologist
Production Partners: SLR Productions (Aus.), Parthenon Kids (U.K.)
Created By: Matthew Fernandes and Ryan Lussing
Package: 26 x 30
Target Audience: Kids 6-11
Types of Animation: Flash/3D

MarVista Entertainment

Website: www.marvista.net
Stand: Rivera Seaview RSV.46

Name of Series: The Zula Patrol: Animal Adventures in Space
Production Partners: Zula, Inc.
Created By: Deborah Manchester
Package: 1 x 60
Target Audience: Preschool
Type of Animation: CGI

Mediafreaks Pte

Website: www.katakune.com
Contact: info@media-freaks.com

Name of Series: Katakune
Production Partners:
Created By: Character Farm (a subsidiary of Mediafreaks Pte)
Package: 52 x 11 or 260 x 2
Target Audience: Preschool
Type of Animation: 3D

Method Animation

Website: www.methodfilms.fr
Stand: 25.02

Name of Series: Wakfu
Production Partners: Ankama Animations, Method Animation, France 3
Created By: A. Roux
Package: 52 x 30
Target Audience: Kids 6-12
Type of Animation: Flash
Mighty Toonheadz Entertainment Ltd. U.K.
Contact: Zak Vracevic, Ph: +44 7956-226-779, E: info@mightylillspinnerz.com

Name of Series: Mighty Lil Spinnerz
Created By: Zak Vracevic
Package: 52 x 22
Target Audience: Kids 7-12
Type of Animation: CGI 3D

MK2
Website: www.mk2catalogue.com
Stand: 06.12

Name of Series: The True Story of Puss n’ Boots
Production Partners: Herold Family, MK2, Saga Production, Nexus Factory
Created By: Pascal Hérold, Jérôme Deschamps and Macha Makeieff
Target Audience: Family
Type of Animation: CG

Mondo TV S.p.a.
Website: www.mondotv.it / www.angelsfriends.it
Stand: B1.02

Name of Series: Angel Friends—The Secret World Around You
Production Partners: Play Entertainment in co-production with MONDO Home Entertainment and Mediaset
Created By: Based on the comic by Simona Ferri
Package: 52 x 13 or 26 x 30
Target Audience: Kids and Tweens 6-13
Type of Animation: 2D CG
Names of Major Toy Licensees: Licensing handled by Starbright
Synopsis: The story of five young “99%” Angels from the heavenly metropolis of Angie Town, who come down to Earth to complete their Angel training. Along with their mascots, they must act as guardians to five lively humans. But five irresistible 99% devils have come to Earth for the same reason...

Name of Series: Kim
Production Partners: Mondo TV in co-production with RAI FICTION
Created By: Based on R. Kipling’s novel
Package: 26 x 26
Target Audience: Kids 6-12
Type of Animation: 2D
Synopsis: Kim is a young man of English descent growing up in India—a country rich in contrasts, religion and costumes with which he identifies more than his own nationality. Searching for his own identity, Kim encounters a monk who has come down from the Tibetan mountains...
Name of Series: Gladiators  
Production Partners: Mondo TV in co-production with RAI  
Fiction  
Package: 26 x 26  
Target Audience: Kids 8-14  
Type of Animation: 2D with CG effects  
Synopsis: It is a dangerous time for Rome: Emperor Hadrian is old and ill, and several ambitious men anxiously await his death to seize power. The Emperor’s only hope is his grandson Marcus, who has been educated by the best teachers for the difficult task that lies ahead of him.

Name of Series: Monsters & Pirates  
Production Partners: Produced by Magic Production Group  
Created By: Francesco Artibani and Erika Centomo  
Package: 13 x 13  
Target Audience: Kids 6-10  
Type of Animation: 2D  
Synopsis: An enchanting adventure set on fantasy seas: The search for the legendary treasure of Captain Barracuda, in which friendship and courage triumph. This series is a co-production of Mondo TV and Magic Production Group S.A. (M.P.G.), a subsidiary of Italian confectionery giant Ferrero Group (www.ferrero.com).

Motion Pictures, S.A.  
Website: www.glumpers.com / www.motionpic.com  
Stand: R35.16

Name of Series: Glumpers  
Production Partners: Motion Pictures, S.A.; Make Visual  
Created By: Make Visual  
Package: 104 x 1.5  
Target Audience: Kids 8-12  
Type of Animation: 3D HDTV

Name of Series: LMN’s  
Production Partners: Tons of Toons, The Animation Band, Televisión de Catalunya, RAI Fiction, Televisión Española  
Package: 52 x 13  
Target Audience: Kids 6-9  
Type of Animation: HD 2D  
Synopsis: After a failed experiment, an evil scientist (Dr. No) and a nine-year-old boy (Chip) end up in Microworld. There Dr. No sets up a machine to create an army of antimatter atoms—but Chip has a crucial piece. Chip and his friends must foil Dr. No’s plans and get back home.

Name of Series: Block!  
Production Partners: Solo Por Las Niñas Audiovisual  
Package: 20 x 13  
Target Audience: Teens  
Type of Animation: Photo Animation  
Synopsis: The crazy coexistence between the different neighbors on a block—A building managed by a 12-year-old boy called Jimmy. In each of these hilarious episodes, something that disturbs the life of our friends will occur, generating lots of crazy situations.
Name of Series: Boom & Reds  
Package: 104 x 4  
Target Audience: Preschool  
Type of Animation: HD 3D  
Synopsis: Boom & Red is a series that will make the children laugh. In each episode, Boum has to guess what the Reds are drawing on the floor. But Boum is not too smart, so he will make up the silliest suggestions he can imagine.

Name of Series: Telmo & Tula “Little Cooks”  
Package: 52 x 7  
Target Audience: Kids 5-9  
Type of Animation: HD 3D  
Synopsis: Telmo & Tula will teach children how much fun there is in making delicious breakfast, salads, sandwiches and desserts step by step. Always under adult supervision, children will learn how to prepare their favorite recipes.

Name of Series: Telmo & Tula “Arts & Crafts”  
Package: 52 x 13  
Target Audience: Kids 6-9  
Type of Animation: HD 3D  
Synopsis: With a large dose of humor, in this new season Telmo & Tula will teach children how to develop their arts & crafts skills using all different kinds of material.

Name of Series: Zumbers  
Package: 150 x 3  
Target Audience: Preschool  
Type of Animation: HD 3D  
Synopsis: Five different characters, each one with their inseparable vehicle-gadget, set out on a journey where the main purpose is to eat, one by one, the delicious round pastries scattered around the garden.

Name of Series: Green Light  
Package: 26 x 5  
Target Audience: Preschool  
Type of Animation: HD 3D  
Synopsis: Green Light is an educational TV series that explains to children the basic “Traffic Safety Regulations” in a way they can understand easily with vivid examples and entertaining adventures.

Name of Series: P.I. Prudence Investigations  
Package: 52 x 26  
Target Audience: Kids 5-6  
Type of Animation: 2D  
Synopsis: Miss Prudence Petitpas lives in well deserved retirement in the peaceful village called Moucheron. But appearances are deceptive, and the arrival of accidental visitors will make Prudence detect amazing mysteries that lead her to carry on all kinds of risky investigations.
Name of Series: Rain Drop  
Package: 26 x 26  
Target Audience: Kids 4-12  
Type of Animation: 2D  
Synopsis: This pro-environmental series looks at the use and exploitation of water, which is essential for life, in ways both familiar and unfamiliar to children. The stories are injected with high doses of fantasy and excitement to make the educational content easy to understand and appreciate.

Monster Distributes  
Website: www.monsterdistributes.com  
Stand/Contact: 04.29; Andrew Fitzpatrick andrew@monsterdistributes.com

Name of Series: Ben & Izzy  
Production Partners: Rubicon  
Created By: Rubicon Productions  
Package: 13 x 30  
Target Audience: Kids 6-11  
Type of Animation: CGI

MSL Audiovisual & Media, SL  
Contact: Juan Leon, +34 670-615-878  
Website: www.msl.es

Name of Series: Leo Natura  
Created By: Rafa Ramos  
Package: 52 x 13  
Target Audience: Kids 6-12  
Type of Animation: 2D  
Synopsis: A vegetarian lion worried about the environment, in the African Savannah.

MTV Networks International  
Website: www.nickjr.com/shows/ni-hao-kai-lan  
Stand/Contact: R38.05 / Debbie Back, SVP Int'l Sales & Co-Productions

Name of Series: Ni-Hao, Kai Lan  
Production Partners: Nickelodeon, Wang Films and the Wang Studio in Greater China  
Created By: Karen Chau, written by Sacha Oaladino (Blue’s Clues and Wonder Pets)  
Package: 20 x 30  
Target Audience: Preschool  
Names of Major Toy Licensees: NVCP will seek major merchandising and promotional partners to extend the brand into several key categories including toys, accessories, publishing, stationery and more. An international Consumer Products line will launch internationally from late 2009.  
Type of Animation: Classic 2D
Name of Series: Toot & Puddle
Production Partners: Mercury Filmworks, in assoc. with National Geographic Kids Entertainment, for Treehouse Canada
Created By: Holly Hobbie
Package: 52 x 11
Target Audience: Preschool
Type of Animation: 2D HD, cel animation
Synopsis: Toot is a young pig-on-the-go, a globe-trotting adventurer, while best piggy-pal Puddle prefers exploring closer to home. Through Toot and Puddle’s wonder-filled journeys of exploration and adventure, young viewers will become curious about the world around them and begin to understand that having friends with differing points-of-view can be exciting.

Name of Series: Mama Mirabelle’s Home Movies
Production Partners: National Geographic Kids Entertainment, CBeebies and King Rollo Films
Created By: National Geographic Kids Entertainment
Package: 26 x 22 or 52 x 11
Target Audience: Preschool
Names of Major Toy Licensees: Wild Republic
Type of Animation: Hand-drawn/live action
Synopsis: This series celebrates the comedy, drama and gentle wisdom of the animal kingdom’s youngest characters through charming animation and remarkable clips culled from the BBC and National Geographic’s outstanding archives. Mama Mirabelle, a sassy elephant, guides a cast of young characters, including elephant calf, Max and a know-all cheetah named Bo.

Name of Series: Scaredy Squirrel
Production Partners: Nelvana Studios
Created By: Based on books by Mélanie Watt
Package: 26 x half-hours of 2 x 11, plus companion shorts
Target Audience: Kids 6-11
Type of Animation: 2D
Synopsis: Scaredy Squirrel features an endearingly obsessive-compulsive hero, instantly relatable to both young and old, who will cheer on Scaredy in his hilarious attempts to be brave.

Name of Series: Bakugan: New Vestroia
Production Partners: Nelvana Enterprises, Spin Master Ltd., Sega Toys Ltd. and TMS Entertainment, Ltd. with animation by TMS Entertainment, Ltd. in association with Sega Toys Ltd.
Package: 26 x 30 (52 x 30 available for Season 1)
Target Audience: Kids 6-11
Type of Animation: 2D
Synopsis: Dan, Marucho and Drago join forces with the Bakugan Resistance in order to restore peace and freedom to their enslaved planet. The newly formed group of friends must battle the evil Vestal through three Dimension Controller levels in order to reach the captured Bakugan and destroy the Vestal’s plans.

Name of Series: Skull Kids
Production Partners: Nelvana Studios and Enemes
Package: 26 x half-hours of 2 x 11
Target Audience: Kids 6-11
Type of Animation: 3D
Synopsis: Five playfully heroic, tiny creatures strive to master their shapes, sizes and illogical superpowers. You will meet Jark, Rakimo, Bluekan, Mendible and Minum—part heroes, part hoaxers. The Skull Kids are trusted teammates, squabbling siblings and valiant saviors.

Name of Series: Being Ian: An IAN-convenient Truth
Production Partners: Produced by Studio B Productions, in association with YTV, and distributed by Nelvana Enterprises
Package: 1 x 60 feature
Target Audience: Kids 6-11
Type of Animation: 2D
Synopsis: After learning about a Being Green contest, Ian is determined to win and make his dreams of fame and fortune come true, but he needs to come up with an award-worthy idea. To win the contest, Ian will have to “out-green” kids across the country and even his own mother!

Name of Series: Pearlie
Production Partners: Nelvana Studios and Sticky Pictures
Created by: Based on books written by Wendy Harmer
Package: 52 x 12
Target Audience: Kids 6-11
Type of Animation: 2D
Synopsis: The tale of a glamorous, fashion-conscious fairy who just happens to be the official caretaker of a city park. Pearlie, along with her friends, fights to keep Jubilee Park beautiful and well-maintained in spite of their scheming nemesis, Sapphire.

Name of Series: Willa’s Wild Life
Production Partners: Nelvana Studios
Created By: Based on Dan Yaccarino’s book An Octopus Followed Me Home
Package: 26 half-hours of 2 x 11
Target Audience: Kids 4-7
Type of Animation: 2D
Synopsis: Willa’s room is filled with exotic animals that she’s adopted and she takes them with her wherever she goes! A heart-warming story about a girl and her loving dad discovering together that life can be a bit of a zoo.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Production Company</th>
<th>Website</th>
<th>Stand</th>
<th>Name of Series</th>
<th>Production Partners</th>
<th>Created By</th>
<th>Package</th>
<th>Target Audience</th>
<th>Type of Animation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Neptuno Films Production S.L.</td>
<td><a href="http://www.neptunofilms.com">www.neptunofilms.com</a></td>
<td>R35.16</td>
<td>Megaminimals</td>
<td>TV3 Televisió de Catalunya and Agogo Productions</td>
<td>Teo Tarras (designer) and Josep Viciana (author)</td>
<td>104 x 6</td>
<td>Preschool</td>
<td>3D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noukie's Pictures</td>
<td><a href="http://www.noukiespictures.com">www.noukiespictures.com</a></td>
<td>13.15 (WBI)</td>
<td>Paco, Nouky &amp; Lola</td>
<td>France 5 and Les Armateurs</td>
<td>Noukie’s</td>
<td>52 x 5 + 2 Specials (Back-to-school &amp; Christmas)</td>
<td>Kids 3-6</td>
<td>3D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OGS Animation</td>
<td><a href="http://www.OGSanimation.com">www.OGSanimation.com</a></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sonu In Toon Town</td>
<td>OGS Animation</td>
<td></td>
<td>52 x 11</td>
<td>Kids 4-8</td>
<td>3D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open Mind Productions</td>
<td><a href="http://www.numberjacks.co.uk">www.numberjacks.co.uk</a></td>
<td>@ Beyond International</td>
<td>The Numberjacks</td>
<td>Open Mind Productions</td>
<td></td>
<td>45 x 15, plus 1 x 15 Xmas Special and 1 x 45 Holiday Special</td>
<td>Kids 3-6</td>
<td>3D CG</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
PandaPanther
Website: www.pandapanther.com

Name of Series: Masks (Zune)
www.pandapanther.com/zunemasks.html
Created By: Exec. producer Sam Baerwald (72andSunny, Los Angeles); Exec. producer Lydia Holness (Pandapanther, New York)
Package: 2 minutes
Target Audience: All
Types of Animation: Mix Media/3D

Peppermint Productions SDN BHD
Website: www.seepeppermint.com
Stand: Malaysian Pavilion

Name of Series: 4 AngiesS
Created By: HomeRun Entertainment Co., Ltd. Thailand
Package: 50 x 11 + 26 x 11 (finished in Feb. 09)
Target Audience: Kids 4–14, Teens
Type of Animation: 3D

Polygon Pictures, Inc.
Website: www.ppi.co.jp
Contact: Rita Street, +44-7921-680-416

Name of Series: Boneheads
Production Partners: Frederator Studios
Created By: Hiroshi Chida
Package: 26 x 2
Target Audience: Kids 8-12
Type of Animation: CG
Synopsis: Substantially financed, Boneheads features two insatiable cavemen on a mission to find food—even if it bites back. This slapstick comedy is directed by Hiroshi Chida, a man born with classic WB cartoon style in his DNA. If you’re looking for a truly manic boy-centric comedy, Boneheads is the short series for you.

Name of Series: Melon Melon Forest Rangers
Created By: Kenji Ishimaru, Gen Kitajima
Package: 26 x 2
Target Audience: Kids 8-12
Type of Animation: CG
Synopsis: The Melon Melon Forest Rangers are dedicated to saving the forest even though it doesn’t need saving at all.
**Name of Series:** Real Max  
**Created By:** Kenji Ishimaru, Manabu Sekiya, Hiroshi Chida  
**Package:** 26 x 11  
**Target Audience:** Adults  
**Type of Animation:** Flash  
**Synopsis:** Reality TV Universe announces the launch of its latest hit reality series, Real Max. Following the outrageous escapades of Max, the show unveils the real side of everyone’s favorite transvestite bounty hunter as he chases bad guys through space, cage fights them into ultimate submission and gets the girl.

**PorchLight Entertainment**  
**Website:** www.porchlight.com  
**Stand/Contact:** R34.03, Ph: +33 (0)4-92-99-8804

**Name of Series:** Princess & The Pea Chronicles  
**Production Partners:** Feature Films for Families  
**Created By:** Forest S. Baker, III & Ric Estrada  
**Package:** 13 x 22  
**Target Audience:** Kids 4-12  
**Type of Animation:** 2D

**Portfolio Entertainment**  
**Website:** www.portfolioentertainment.com  
**Stand:** 00.01

**Name of Series:** Chinatown Cops  
**Production Partners:** Portfolio Entertainment, pilot greenlit through the Detour on TELETOON Pilot Project  
**Created By:** Howie Shia and Dave Wolfe  
**Package:** 1 half-hour pilot  
**Target Audience:** Teens/Young Adults 14+  
**Type of Animation:** Flash  
**Synopsis:** Chinatown has been seduced … by CRIME! Sadly, nobody cares except Officer Jay Walker and his partner Rick Xia (“Shaw”): sexy, sensitive super cops on the Chinatown beat. Chinatown is in their veins and they will brave any danger and suffer any humiliation to save their home from its mysterious new queenpin.

**Name of Series:** CARL ² (Carl Squared)  
**Production Partners:** Portfolio Entertainment  
**Created By:** Portfolio Entertainment  
**Package:** 65 x 30  
**Target Audience:** Tweens 8-12  
**Type of Animation:** Flash  
**Synopsis:** Being a teenager is tough … try being two! That’s the dilemma facing Carl Crashman, a slacker teen who accidentally orders a clone online. Carl soon discovers that the miracle of cloning is only skin-deep as he scrambles to cover up the trail of chaos his exuberant clone leaves in his wake.
Name of Series: Toad Patrol
Production Partners: Toadbag Productions Inc. in association with Edward Sarson Productions Inc., Funbag Animation Studios Inc., Vision Entertainment LLC, Akom Production Co. and RME, LLC.
Created By: George Sarson
Package: 26 x 30

Target Audience: Kids 3-7
Type of Animation: Traditional 2D
Synopsis: Eight toadlets miss the great migration and set out alone on a perilous journey through the Great Forest in search of the mystical Fairy Ring and the safety of Toad Hollow. Join the Toad Patrol as they evade hungry predators, brave rushing rapids and experience a world filled with adventure.

Name of Series: RoboRoach
Production Partners: Portfolio Entertainment
Created By: Portfolio Entertainment
Package: 52 x 30
Target Audience: Tweens 7-13
Type of Animation: Traditional 2D
Synopsis: RoboRoach is based on the true concept of Tokyo-based scientists sending cockroaches implanted with mini computer chips and cameras into disaster zones to look for signs of life. RoboRoach is a gag-driven sitcom following the superhero adventures of two animated bug brothers after they escape from the scientist’s lab.

PPC Enterprises
Website: www.theppc.com
Contact: Ph: +44 (0) 7894-588280, E: Mark.Hurry@theppc.com

Name of Series: Pinky and Perky
Production Partners: Pinky and Perky Enterprises, Method Films, DQ Entertainment
Created By: Pinky and Perky Enterprises, who have granted PPC Enterprises M&L rights in the brand
Package: 52 x 13
Target Audience: Kids 5-11
Names of Major Toy Licensees: Pan-European rights have been awarded to award-winning toy manufacturer Martin Yaffe
Type of Animation: CGI

Prevalent Entertainment, Inc.
Website: http://Embark.to/Prodigy
Contact: David Franks (U.S. Animation Sales), Ph: 919-961-6063; Thom Chapman, Ph: 647-802-8466

Name of Series: THE PRODIGY
Created By: Robert D. Hanna, Prevalent Entertainment, Inc.
Package: 1 x 90 feature film or 4 x 30 series
Target Audience: Family
Names of Major Toy Licensees: Pending
Type of Animation: CG
PVP Animation
Website: www.pvp.ca
Stand: C1.05, Pavillon Horizon Québec

Name of Series: Stardust
Production Partners: Teletoon
Created By: Annie Gosselin, Manon Berthelet and Muguette Berthelet
Package: 1 x 45 special
Target Audience: Family
Type of Animation: 2D

Radar Cartoons
Contact: Kourtney Kaye +33 6 07 94 38 46; Rita Street and/or John Hardman +44-7921-680-416
Website: www.radarcartoons.com
Radar Cartoons is a Producers’ Representative Firm. At MIPCOM we will be showcasing shows in development and product available for acquisition from clients Animax Entertainment, Evergreen Productions, Flux Animation Studio, Gamania Digital Entertainment, Liquid Animation, Polygon Pictures and Vision Quest Media.

Rainbow S.P.A.
Website: www.rbw.it
Stand/Contact: R33.01, Monica Candiani

Name of Series: Huntik: Secrets & Seekers
Production Partners: Big Bocca
Created By: Iginio Straffi
Package: 26 x 24
Target Audience: Kids 6-12
Names of Major Toy Licensees: Upperdeck, Playmates
Types of Animation: 2D and 3D

Renegade Animation
Website: www.funnyface.com
Contact: Jamie Breuer (Artisans PR), Mob: 310-415-9226

Name of Series: Funny Face
Production Partners: Renegade Animation
Created By: Renegade Animation
Package: 25 x 1
Target Audience: Kids 6-12
Type of Animation: 2D
Santo Domingo Animation

**Website:** [www.santodomingoanimation.com](http://www.santodomingoanimation.com)

**Contact:** Mexico: Ricardo G. Duprat, Mob: +52 1 55 2040 5480; U.S.: Jan Nagel, Mob: +818-720-1446

**Name of Series:** *Brijes: The Movie*

**Created By:** Property by Ricardo G. Duprat

**Package:** 1 x 90—In production

**Target Audience:** Family / Kids 8+

**Type of Animation:** 2D

**Synopsis:** Freddy, a daring 13-year-old, is not going to spend his birthday in some boring museum with his class. He and his two pals wander off, only to find enough adventure to fill several lives and meet their magical spirit animals, BRIJES, who guide and protect them through time, history, myths and lands.

**Name of Series:** *Brijes: The Series*

**Created By:** Ricardo G. Duprat

**Package:** 56 x 22—In development

**Target Audience:** Kids 8-11

**Type of Animation:** 2D

**Synopsis:** Freddy, Alexa and Toto discover the Brije Codex during a school visit to a Museum. The codex activates, revealing they are the Chosen Ones destined to reestablish the Alliance between humans and Brijes (magical animal spirits). With their Brijes they search for stones which send them on adventures through time and space.

**Name of Series:** *Sabel: Redemption*

**Production Partners:** Santo Domingo Animation and Ithrax

**Created By:** Benito Fernandez

**Package:** 1 x 85 Feature

**Target Audience:** Teens 13+

**Type of Animation:** 2D

**Synopsis:** A love story taking place in two separate times, 1490 and 2194. The characters and the plot evolve through a series of journeys from past to future, spiraling to a dramatic conclusion in an epic finale. A traditionally animated time travel romance suited for a more adult audience. Completed and ready for distribution.

Scholastic Media

**Website:** [www.scholastic.com](http://www.scholastic.com)

**Stand/Contact:** Scholastic Stand R31.24, Linda Kahn (kahn@scholastic.com)

**Name of Series:** *WordGirl*

**Created By:** Dorothea Gillim

**Package:** 52 x 30 or 104 x 11, plus 80+ shorts

**Target Audience:** Kids 5-9

**Names of Major Toy Licensees:** Deals Pending

**Type of Animation:** Flash

**Synopsis:** This hilarious, Emmy-winning animated series features a young super hero who, with her sidekick Captain Huggy Face, uses superpowers (and an awesome vocabulary) to defeat villains. Episodes 1-13 and 80+ minutes of shorts available now, episodes 14-26 available in January 2009, 27-39 September 2009 and 40-52 May 2010.
Name of Series: **Turbo Dogs**  
**Production Partners:** A CCI/HuHu Studios co-production; Scholastic Media is handling U.S. distribution  
**Created By:** Based on Bob Kolar’s book, *Racer Dogs*  
**Package:** 26 x 30 or 52 x 11—As of spring 2009  
**Target Audience:** Kids 4-9  
**Type of Animation:** 3D CGI  
**Synopsis:** This new 3D animated series focuses on a pack of dogs who love to race cars and features messages about being friends to the finish line. The series launches on qubo in the U.S. and on CBC in Canada. International sales are being handled by CCI Entertainment.

Name of Series: **Chicken Socks**  
**Package:** 26 x 30 or 52 x 11—In development  
**Target Audience:** Preschool / Kids 2-6  
**Type of Animation:** Multimedia  
**Synopsis:** This adorable and fun new series follows the adventures of Chicken Socks, the world’s most inquisitive sock-wearing chicken, as he explores the science behind everyday objects. Inspired by the best-selling Klutz books.

Name of Series: **Sammy’s Story Shop**  
**Package:** 26 x 30  
**Target Audience:** Preschool  
**Type of Animation:** Mixed  
**Synopsis:** This new compilation show highlights tales from the Weston Woods library of best-selling and award-winning animated children’s picture books.

---

**Scrawl Studios**  
**Website:** www.scrawlstudios.com  
**Stand:** Singapore Pavilion 05.20 - 07.19

Name of Series: **Clang Invasion**  
**Production Partners:** Agogo Corporation, Decode Entertainment Inc., Media Development Authority, YTV Canada Inc.  
**Created By:** Scrawl Studios Pte. Ltd.  
**Package:** 26 x 22 or 52 x 11  
**Target Audience:** Kids 6-12  
**Type of Animation:** Flash
Sesame Workshop
Website: www.sesameworkshop.org
Stand: R27.03

Name of Series: *Bert and Ernie’s Great Adventures*
Production Partners: NDR and Ki.KA (Germany), U.K. Five’s preschool block Milkshake and Misseri Studio (Italy)
Created By: Sesame Workshop
Package: 52 x 5 minutes
Target Audience: Kids 2-6
Type of Animation: Claymation

Screaming Wegie Entertainment, Inc.
Website: www.screamingwedgie.com

Name of Series: *Flush & The Unflushables*
Production Partners: Currently Seeking a Producer and/or Network Studio
Created By: Alan D. Makowski & Nicholas T. Leone
Package: 6 min. webisodes or 22 min. television format
Target Audience: Males 14-45
Names of Major Toy Licensees: George Barris Kustom

Types of Animation: 2D with 3D enhancements

 SND Films

Name of Series: *LITTLE NICK*
Production Partners: M6 Studio, Method Animation and M6 with the participation of Disney Channel
Created By: Based on the work of René Goscinny and Jean-Jacques Sempé; Adaptation Rights: IMAV Editions; directed by Arnaud Bouron
Package: 52 x 11

Target Audience: Kids 6-10
Types of Animation: CGI and 2D

Sony Pictures Television International
Website: www.sonypictures.com
Stand: M5.01

Name of Series: *Sit Down, Shut Up*
Package: 13 x 30
Created By: Mitch Hurwitz
Target Audience: Primetime
Type of Animation: 2D
Starz Media
Website: www.starzglobal.com
Stand/Contact: Riviera Seaview RSV.25, Ph: +33 4-92-99-89-26

Name of Series: Dead Space: Downfall
Created By: Starz Media; Exec. Producers: Scott D. Greenberg, Jay Fukuto, Kent Rice
Package: 1 x 73 Feature
Target Audience: Older Teens+
Types of Animation: 2D, CG

Studio100 Media
Website: www.studio100media.com / em-entertainment.com
Stand/Contact: R29.01, Ph: +33 4-92-99-88-76, E: info@studio100media.com

Name of Series: Kerwhizz
Production Partners: CBeebies production in association with Studio100
Package: 26 x 22, multi-platform—In production
Target Audience: Kids 4-6
Type of Animation: CGI
Synopsis: Three teams of characters compete in a quiz show to win add-ons or ‘pod-mods’ for their high tech racing machines, which help them win races against their opponents. The races can take place in any of 26 different CGI worlds which reflect a range of environments from the fantastical to the historical.

Name of Series: Zeke’s Pad
Production Partners: My Pad Productions Inc. and Avrill Stark Entertainment Pty Ltd. in association with YTV and Network Seven Australia
Package: 26 x 24—In production
Target Audience: Kids 8-12
Type of Animation: 3D with toonshader
Synopsis: Zeke’s definitely not your ordinary 14-year-old. He’s an incredible artist who lives smack dab in the middle of one weird and wacky family. AND he has this awesome little electronic drawing pad that is totally wired and mysteriously lets Zeke’s drawings come to life so extreme things can happen—and boy, do they!

Name of Series: Master Raindrop
Production Partners: Big Communications Pte. Ltd., Flux Animation Studio Ltd., Flying Bark Productions Pty. Ltd. (formerly Yoram Gross-EM.TV PTY. Ltd.), Media Development Authority of Singapore
Package: 26 x 24—In production
Target Audience: Kids 6-9
Type of Animation: 3D
Synopsis: A funny and exciting adventure through the timeless world of Asian myths, in which a group of high-spirited 12-year-old martial arts novices meet a variety of weird and wonderful creatures, as they try to save their peaceful land from an evil general and his army of terracotta warriors.
Name of Series: Zigby
Production Partners: Avrill Stark Entertainment Pty. Ltd., Zebra (I) Productions Inc. and Big Animation Pte. Ltd. in assoc. with Australian Broadcasting Corporation and Treehouse TV
Package: 52 x 11—in production
Target Audience: Preschoolers 3-5
Type of Animation: 3D

Synopsis: Zigby the zebra has a lively imagination and always comes up with offbeat ideas that he just has to follow. Zigby’s enthusiasm rubs off on his best friends: McMeer, a meerkat, and Bertie, a guinea fowl. They always end up joining Zigby’s escapades which land them in all kinds of trouble.

Name of Series: Saines Down Drains
Production Partners: Flying Bark Productions PTY. Ltd. (formerly Yoram Gross-EM.TV PTY. Ltd.), Flux Animation Studio Ltd., Traction Inc.
Package: 26 x 24
Target Audience: Kids 6-11
Type of Animation: 2D

Synopsis: What’s hiding down in the drains below our houses? John Stanley and Mary Jane Staines accidentally find themselves in a strange world where there’s a whole universe of its own, full of funny, freaky and frightening creatures.

Subsequence Entertainment and Judebox Idea Factory
Website: www.subsequence.ca
Stand: 00.01, Telefilm Canada

Name of Series: Lump and the Clay Pod
Production Partners: TVOntario
Created By: Judith Henderson
Package: 52 x 11
Target Audience: Kids 3-5
Type of Animation: Digital 2D

Taffy Entertainment
Website: www.TaffyEntertainment.com
Stand/Contact: R27.18; Lionel Marty (President, Worldwide Distribution), Marie Conge (SVP, International Sales)

Name of Series: Twisted Whiskers
Production Partners: Mike Young Productions, American Greetings and DQ Entertainment
Package: 52 x 11 min., 52 x 30 sec. (New Series)
Target Audience: Kids 4-12
Type of Animation: 3D CGI

Synopsis: New CGI animated series brings to life the comically-contorted animals developed by American Greetings which became the fastest-selling summer social expressions line ever. The zany cats and dogs interact in typical pet situations that become “twisted” as the animals get into funny and unexpected misadventures.
Name of Series: **Chloe’s Closet**  
**Production Partners:** Mike Young Productions, Finance Wales, S4C, KI.KA, TrickCompany, EFP, Animation Dimension and Telegael  
**Package:** 52 x 11 (New Series)  
**Target Audience:** Girls 2-7  
**Type of Animation:** 2D High Definition  
**Synopsis:** Follows the fun-filled adventures of an adorable, imaginative little girl named Chloe who discovers magical new worlds while playing dress-up in her closet. Chloe’s exploits also encourage the audience to celebrate how delightful it is to be a little kid embarking upon a fabulously fun and fearless, anything-can-happen journey.

Name of Series: **Hero:108**  
**Production Partners:** Mike Young Productions, Gamania Digital Entertainment & Cartoon Network International  
**Package:** 52 x 11 (New Series)  
**Target Audience:** Kids 6-11  
**Type of Animation:** Flash  
**Synopsis:** Comedy/action-adventure series which follows the outrageous adventures of a group of brave young defenders determined to end a conflict between animals and humans in The Hidden Kingdom.

**TeamTO**  
**Website:** www.teamto.com  
**Stand:** 02.15 (TVFI)

Name of Series: **Ooohhhasis**  
**Production Partners:** Tuba Entertainment - Synergy Media, TeamTO  
**Created By:** Sung-Jai Ahn, Kyu-Jin Lee, Tae-Sik Shin and Min-U Kim  
**Package:** 78 x 7  
**Target Audience:** Family  
**Type of Animation:** 3D Keyframe

**Telegael**  
**Website:** www.telegael.com  
**Stand:** Enterprise Ireland Umbrella Stand

Name of Series: **Katie and Rookie**  
**Production Partners:** Fandango Animation Canada, Porchlight Entertainment U.S.  
**Created By:** Tadhg Mac Dhonnagáin for Telegael  
**Package:** 52 x 11  
**Target Audience:** Preschool  
**Type of Animation:** 2D
Telepool GmbH
Website: www.telepool.de
Stand: 17.08

Name of Series: Franky Snow
Production Partners: Toon Factory, Red Castle Mediaconsulting (France)
Created By: Claude Berthier, Thierry Berthier
Package: 52 x 13
Target Audience: Tweens/Teens 10-15
Type of Animation: 2D HD

Toei Animation Co., Ltd.
Website: http://corp.toei-anim.co.jp/english
Stand/Contact: R36.12, sales@toei-anim.net

Name of Series: My Three Daughters
Created By: Puritti Matsumoto (Original Author) and Toei Animation Co., Ltd. (Animation Production)
Package: 50 x 30
Target Audience: Family
Type of Animation: 2D and Flash

TOHOKUSHINSHA FILM CORPORATION
Website: www.tfc-rights.com
Stand: 03.23

Name of Series: Redline
Production Partners: Madhouse
Created By: Takeshi Koike
Package: Currently in production
Target Audience: Teens
Type of Animation: 2D Anime

Toonz Animation India Pvt. Ltd.
Website: www.toonzanimationindia.com
Contact: Mr. P. Jayakumar, CEO

Name of the Series: Brave
Production Partners: Kick Start Productions Inc. (U.S.A.), Eh-Okay Productions Inc., Toonz Entertainment and Cartoon Network Europe
Created By: Jason Netter, Loris Kramer and Dean Stefan based on the game by Brian Gomez
Package: 52 x 11
Target Audience: Kids 6-11
Type of Animation: Digital 2D (Toon Boom)
Name of Series: War of the Worlds: Goliath
Production Partners: Epoch Ink Animation, Studio Climb, Imaginex Studios, Sun Min Image Pictures
Created By: Joe Pearson
Package: 1 x 85 direct-to-DVD movie
Target Audience: Adults 18-30
Types of Animation: 2D & CG 3D
Synopsis: After the first Martian attack in 1900, humanity returned to its petty conflicts. At the eve of World War I, the Martians stage a second invasion. Earth’s last hope is ARES, a small international army, and the young crew of the ARES battle tripod “Goliath.”

Name of Series: Zoorocco
Production Partners: Epoch Ink Animation, Imaginex Studios, Sun Min Image Pictures
Created By: Gregg Davidson, developed for TV by Joe Pearson
Package: 26 x 22
Target Audience: Kids 6-11
Types of Animation: 2D & CG 3D
Synopsis: Young Earthling Ralph is unexpectedly transported to Zoorocco, an automated planet-sized zoo, with its escaped alien attractions now building a crazy new world. Ralph meets Dara, a Zooroccan girl. She’s an explorer, trader, Windship captain and all-teenage girl. They embark on a quest to find a way home to Earth.

Name of Series: LEON
Production Partners: TV-Loonland, Studio Hari, France 3
Created By: Alexandre So, Antoine Rodelet, Josselin Charier
Package: 52 x 3 (New show)
Target Audience: All
Type of Animation: CGI
Synopsis: LEON is a hunter at heart but incapable of catching his own dinner. In LEON’s world the prey becomes predator, the chase spirals out of control into a series of hilarious mishaps, and the poor lion often goes hungry.

Name of Series: PAT&STAN
Production Partners: TV-Loonland, Mac Guff, TF1
Created By: Pierre Coffin
Package: 39 x 7 (delivered by Jan. ’09)
Target Audience: Kids 6-10
Type of Animation: CGI
Synopsis: Off-the-wall humor, hilarious antics and constant banter, this happy go-lucky hippo and aloof but silly dog form an irresistible double act.
Name of Series: LITTLE PRINCESS (Seasonal Specials)
Production Partners: TV-Loonland, The Illuminated Film Company
Created By: Based on the international best-selling children’s books by Tony Ross
Package: 2 x 22 Specials (Christmas & Harvest Festival)
Target Audience: Kids 2-6
Names of Major Toy Licensees: Martin Yaffe International Ltd.
Type of Animation: 2D CelAction (HD)
Synopsis: Full of energy, charm and curiosity ... like most children, Little Princess is delightfully stubborn when things don’t go her way!

Name of Series: THE OWL
Production Partners: TV-Loonland, Studio Hari, France 3
Created By: Alexandre So
Package: 52 x 1
Target Audience: Teens/Family
Names of Major Toy Licensees: Vivid Imaginations
Type of Animation: CGI
Synopsis: In a forest filled with merciless animals, a little pink Owl is faced with the daily challenge of just trying to stay in one piece!

Name of Series: RAYMOND
Production Partners: TV-Loonland, Everybody on Deck, Gulli and Canal+ France
Created By: Romain Gadiou
Package: 26 x 7
Target Audience: Kids 7-10
Type of Animation: Flash (available in HD)
Synopsis: Life is tough at times for red-haired, thick-glassed Raymond ... But humor, quirkiness and loyal friends make the most of any situation!

Twentieth Century Fox Television Distribution
Website: www.foxnow.com
Stand: E3.01

Name of Series: The Cleveland Show
Production Partners: Produced by Twentieth Century Fox Television
Created By: Seth MacFarlane
Package: 13 x 30
Target Audience: Adults 18-34
Type of Animation: 2D

VGI ENTERTAINMENT LTD
Website: www.vgientertainment.com
Stand: R28.13

Name of Series: Everything’s Rosie
Production Partners: VGI Entertainment Ltd
Created By: VGI Entertainment Ltd
Package: 26 x 11
Target Audience: Kids 3-6
Type of Animation: CGI HD
Name of Series: Paper Cuts
Created By: Yann Crozet
Package: 26 x 11 (1 min. interstitials)
Target Audience: Family
Types of Animation: Digital 2D / 3D
Synopsis: PAPER CUTS is animation as you’ve never seen it—a paper world into which you could pop right up! The hilarious adventures of a delusional diva, her manipulative manager and their put-upon director unfold before your eyes as they try to go on with the show in a pop-up theatre.

Name of Series: Stacy & Friends
Production Partners: Shaftesbury
Created By: Allan Frewin Jones
Package: 26 x 30
Target Audience: Tweens
Type of Animation: Live action with mixed animation
Synopsis: STACY & FRIENDS humorously explores the line between reality and the inner workings of Stacy Allen’s imaginative 11½ year-old mind. With fantasy moments coming directly from inside her head, each sibling rivalry-filled episode features Stacy and her friends’ misadventures as they navigate the swirling sea of choices and circumstances facing today’s youth.

Name of Series: Mr Zombie
Created By: Curtis Jobling
Package: 52 x 1
Target Audience: All
Type of Animation: Digital 2D
Synopsis: Climbing from his un-resting place, Mr Zombie happily takes on whatever lies in his path. Eternally optimistic, he’ll come back positive and childlike, no matter the consequences. Of course, being a zombie, he never “dies.” No blood, no gore, just loads of slapstick humor and life from a different, playful perspective.

Name of Series: ÉMILIE and Her Big Ideas
Created By: Domitille de Pressensé
Package: 52 x 5
Target Audience: Preschoolers 2-5
Type of Animation: 3D
Synopsis: Emilie, a little girl like any other, except fearless and full of ideas. Big ideas! They get us where we need to go, and we can’t help but love her and laugh at her adventures along the way. Émilie and her big ideas will get us there… always with warmth and humor.
White Shark AB
Website: www.gnomesandtroll.com
Contact: Carl Johan Merner +46705553505 and Robert Rhodin +46708106955

Name of Series: Gnomes & Trolls—The Secret Chamber
Production Partners: Chimney Pot, Morgan Kane, Red Pipe, Cineast Music AB
Created By: Robert Rhodin, White Shark AB
Package: 1x75 feature
Target Audience: Kids 7+
Type of Animation: 3D CGI

Xilam Animation
Website: www.xilam.com
Stand/Contact: 16.05; Laurence Marty +33 6-71-65-42-04

Name of Series: Mr. BaBy
Production Partners: France 3
Created By: Marc du Pontavice and Carol-Ann Willering
Package: 50 x 4
Target Audience: Family
Type of Animation: Digital 2D

ZDF Enterprises
Website: www.zdf-enterprises.de
Stand/Contact: 21.02 - 23.01; E: programinfo@zdf.de; Ph: 0033-4-92998120

Name of Series: The Elephant Princess
Production Partners: Jonathan M. Shiff Prod. (Aus.), ZDF Enterprises
Package: 26 x 26
Target Audience: Kids

ZN Animation
Stand/Contact: 03-03, Ph: +65 9100-3282
Website: www.CHINAnimax.com / www.CHINAnimax.com/rubi.htm

Name of Series: Rubi
Created By: ZN Animation
Package: 52 x 6
Target Audience: Preschool
Type of Animation: 3D CG
Synopsis: YOYO, a cute bunny-like character from the Moon, plays with his best friend, RUBI, an active little girl, and other pals: Berry Strawberry, Choo-Choo Train, Coco Croc, Bobo Fish, Lisa the lake monster, Snail and many others. Enjoying this colorful and vibrant series, the preschool audience will laugh and learn.
Name of Series: KELE Story
Created By: ZN Animation
Package: 104 x 12
Target Audience: Kids
Type of Animation: 3D CG
Synopsis: Naughty, no—curious, yes. Kele’s, like any kid: with nagging Mama, philosopher-inventor Papa, Pippi the puppy—and Meme the pocket-sized alien companion. Dreaming of being grown-up and no longer under Mama’s thumb, normal life gets in his way—like school and homework.

Name of Series: Dream Town
Created By: ZN Animation
Package: 104 x 12
Target Audience: Kids
Type of Animation: 3D/CG
Synopsis: In a beautiful forest by a pond lives a community made up of the mice, Mimi and Dou-Dou, who are good, and Ata the bad magician, with Mr. Frog, Miss Toad, Dragon Fan-Fan, Hero Brother Tiger and Big-mouth Duck. They make for wonderful stories that will fire the imagination of young minds.

Name of Series: Zheng He Voyages to the West Seas
Website: www.CHINAnimax.com/zheng_he.htm
Created By: ZN Animation
Package: 52 x 22
Target Audience: Kids 7-13
Type of Animation: 2D
Synopsis: Swashbuckling action-adventure—exploring the West Seas fraught with storms, sea monsters and strange natives on voyages not of conquest but of friendship, Zheng He led 28,000 men in 300 ships, his loyal companions and a monkey, into history as one of the greatest mariners among Magellan, Cook and Columbus.
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